Introduction

On Sunday, September 19, 1999, a diverse group of families entered the popular giant onsen (privately run communal bathhouse resort) Yunohana in Hokkaido, the cold northernmost island of Japan. A sign at the front door clearly read “Japanese Only” in English, Japanese, and Cyrillic. Inside, the ticketing attendant immediately refused entry to the adults with Western features. A Chinese woman in the group, previously admitted due to her Asian features, was subsequently asked to leave when her nation of origin was discovered. Furthermore, upon questioning, Yunohana’s manager indicated that while the child of a Japanese and an American with Asian features could enter, their other child with Western features could not.

The fact that this blatant racial discrimination happened in a nation as modern as Japan may surprise many, but what is truly surprising is that such discrimination was not per se illegal. In fact, “there is at present no provision in national [Japanese] legislation that outlaws racial discrimination” in the private sphere. Although the Constitution of Japan does prohibit discrimination, it does so only with regards to state action; “the Supreme Court and the executive remain fiercely opposed to recognition of legal rights other than those provided under the Constitution as it has been narrowly construed by Japanese courts.” As a result, when the above-mentioned exclusionary incident led to a well-publicized lawsuit, known as the Otaru Onsen case, the plaintiffs were forced to sue under domestic tort and international anti-discrimination laws. The resultant outcome from this and similar cases presents a troublesome judicial standard that outlaws unreasonable discrimination only among private parties, requiring judicial analysis of social customs and factual circumstances even when the facts of a case reveal racial discrimination on its face.
Despite Japan’s public message of internationalization, lingering perceptions of Japan as a monoethnic nation serve to fortify barriers between native Japanese and outsiders. Incompatibly, however, Japan’s decreasing population has required a recent and continuing surge in foreign migration, if only to maintain an adequate working population. This demographic shift has necessarily increased friction with Japanese culture and has led a number of private businesses to exclude foreigners in an attempt to maintain a traditional sense of Japanese self-identity. With population statistics predicting an ever-increasing amount of foreign migration and mounting pressure from internal and external human rights organizations, it is likely that the Japanese government will ultimately have to re-examine its policy of providing a discrimination control mechanism exclusively through current judicial channels.

Part I of this article will address the traditional image of a homogenous Japan, examine the statistics behind Japan’s changing population demographics, and investigate historical groups of outsiders within Japan. Part II will view the Japanese government approach to increasing foreigner populations and how this has affected the exclusionary tactics of some private businesses. Part III will address three legal cases brought by victims of exclusionary practices and the interplay between factual circumstances and various avenues for legal remedy. Finally, Part IV will examine Japan’s obligations under international human rights treaties and the viability of anti-discrimination legislation in a nation that prefers to resolve interpersonal disputes exclusively privately through traditional self-regulation.

Part I—Challenging Japan’s Image of Homogeneity

Japan has many reasons to be proud. “[A] strong work ethic, mastery of high technology, and a comparatively small defense allocation (1% of GDP) [has] helped Japan advance with extraordinary rapidity to the rank of second most technologically powerful economy in the world after the [United States] and the third-largest economy in the world after the [United States] and China, measured on a purchasing power parity (PPP) basis.” Among all industrialized democracies, [Japan has] the narrowest gap between the richest [ten] percent and the poorest [ten] percent of citizens.” Perhaps most impressively, “[i]n the course of half a century, Japan has moved from recipient of World Bank funds to second largest shareholder.”

The Japanese and even outsiders often attribute Japan’s remarkable post-war success, at least in part, to unique attributes of Japan’s incredibly homogenous population. After all, out of a population of approximately 127.5 million, there are only “1.97 million legal foreign residents.” In fact, the Japanese government does not
even deem it necessary to track ethnicities in official population surveys. Notably, the "[f]amous remarks by Prime Ministers Miki in November 1975 and Nakasone in September 1986 echoed official statements by the Japanese government to international bodies denying the existence of ethnic minorities in Japan." 

The notion of Japan as a nation peopled entirely with the homogenous Wajin ethnicity chiefly arose out of Japan’s self-imposed isolation of nearly four hundred years, which only ended in 1853 when Commodore Perry of the United States Navy appeared in the Tokyo harbor to open Japan to the outside world. Often believing that this nearly vacuum-like isolation has created a unique people, “group distinction on a national level comes quite naturally to most Japanese when dealing with non-Japanese people, and indeed one commentator has called the Japanese a ‘single great tribe,’ noting that their society is essentially exclusionary in nature.” However, “[d]espite master narratives of racial and cultural homogeneity, which precludes the existence of minorities, Japan is [nevertheless] home to diverse populations.”

a. Historical Outsiders

Behind Japan’s rice-paper facade of monoethnicity, groups of outsiders have always existed within Japanese society. While the populations of these traditional outsiders may seem small, or even insignificant, in order to contextualize the “defensive ethnic separatism” of some Japanese regarding outsiders, it is important to understand the ways in which outsiders from within “have suffered legal and social discrimination” historically.

i. Ainu

“The Ainu people have inhabited the northern areas of Japan from before recorded time.” While there are many theories about the origins of the Ainu, their ancestral source is ultimately unknown. Some commentators have referred to the Ainu as “aboriginal[.]” while the UN has referred to them as an “indigenous population.” The Japanese government, on the other hand, is unwilling to recognize the Ainu as indigenous. Rather, the government has “recognized the Ainu as an ethnic minority” without the determination that they “deserve[] special rights as a distinct ethnic group[.]”

Throughout recorded Japanese history, accounts refer to a back-and-forth between peaceful trading and warring relationships amongst the Ainu and Wajin peoples. Despite the fact that relations may have at times been relatively positive, the
fact remains that the Wajin did not generally hold the Ainu in high esteem. An early written account “describe[d] an incestuous people, living in holes and nests, who ‘drink blood,’ have supernatural animal-like physical powers, and rob agricultural harvests []” By the sixteenth century, during the period of international isolation, the Wajin had established a permanent foothold in the Ainu home territory of Hokkaido.

The period in the mid-nineteenth century after Japan was re-opened to the world is known as the Meiji Restoration, during which time forces supporting the Japanese emperor wrested power from the Tokogawa shogunate warlord and saw Japan presenting itself on the world stage, rapidly becoming a modern regional power. One of the many national reforms included expansion of national borders; Hokkaido was relatively easy to colonize. During this period, the policy of the Japanese government toward the Ainu was one of forced assimilation. “The policy was designed to eradicate the Ainu’s cultural identity, practices, and traditions.” On a day-to-day level, this policy took the form of bans on “traditional earrings and tattoos and abrogation of Ainu tribal dispute resolution processes in favor of Japanese national and Hokkaido colonial judicial authority.” Furthermore, an 1899 law refused Ainu “the right to own land unless the government specifically granted permission.”

While a 1997 “law for the promotion of the Ainu culture was enacted,” which finally voided the old discriminatory laws, today the Ainu still control only “approximately 0.15 percent of their original land holdings []” Prior to the 1997 law, there were many instances in which the government of Japan referred to the Ainu as a “dying race.” Even recently there are many reports of social discrimination against the Ainu. As a result, many Ainu choose to conceal their ethnic identity and represent themselves as Wajin Japanese. While the government puts the population of Ainu at close to 24,000, there is speculation that this number is under-representative due to extensive concealment of identity.

While the Ainu have arguably not received the full recognition that they would prefer from the Japanese government, the Ainu have made some recent strides in the judicial arena. During the 1970s, plans were drawn up for a dam to be built in the Nibutani river valley, which happened to be one of the few remaining ancestral Ainu cultural centers. In fact, Nibutani was “known as ‘the birthplace of Ainu scholarship,’” and even featured an Ainu cultural museum. After plans for the museum became known, the owner of the Ainu museum made many appeals to the Minister of Construction, although all were ultimately rejected. Eventually a suit was brought, and the decision came down in the Sapporo District Court in 1997 in a case known as the Nibutani Dam Decision.
Although the decision was ultimately a victory for the plaintiffs, it in fact “failed to provide ... a remedy.” Nevertheless, the decision is valuable for the language used in the court’s rationale. To begin with, the court recognized the Ainu as a minority group protected under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) Article 27, which states that “such minorities shall not be denied the right ... to enjoy their own culture.” Furthermore, “the court found itself to be bound by duties arising under Article 13 of the Constitution of Japan[,] which declares that “[a]ll of the people shall be respected as individuals.” Particularly upon analysis of Article 13, the court found that in order for the government to respect the Ainu as individuals, it must respect the “distinct ethnic culture of the Ainu people” which is an “essential commodity” of their individual identity. With this in mind, following a lengthy discussion of the history of “social and economic devastation the Wajin majority has inflicted on the Ainu,” the court found that the government had “failed to satisfy its burden ... to show that [it] had adequately considered the Nibutani Dam’s impact on Ainu culture during the project’s authorization process.” Nevertheless, the court ultimately treated the issue as moot considering that the damage in question had already been done by the dam’s construction.

ii. Ryukyuans

Although the people of Okinawa are not recognized specifically as an indigenous people or even an official minority group by either the Japanese government or the United Nations, it has been suggested nevertheless that they meet the characteristics for such recognition under ICCPR. “The ‘Ryukyu Kingdom,’ maintained by the Okinawa people from the fourteenth century, was conquered by the Government of Japan and annexed in 1879.” After that point, Japan instituted assimilation policies against the Ryukyuans similar to those applied to the Ainu, such as the prohibition of “Ryukyu dialects, traditional customs, religious faith[,] and lifestyle.” Since that time, Okinawa’s distance from Japan, both physically and culturally, has led to a “quasi-foreign” distinction and subsequent “exploitation.” The main complaint of discrimination from Ryukyuans comes from the perceived “inequality of treatment under the law represented by the presence of [75] percent ... of [United States] military bases in Japan on Okinawa’s 0.6 percent of Japan’s land area[.]”

iii. Burakumin

During Japan’s feudal period prior to the Meiji Restoration, a caste-like social hierarchy was formed. At the bottom of this hierarchy, although ethnically identical to
all other Wajin, were senmin (the humble people), who were butchers and leatherworkers, and, even lower, “eta (extreme filth) and hinin (non-humans).”

During this time, “[o]utcasts were forbidden from marrying commoners, living outside their proscribed ghettos, or even serving as commoners’ servants.” Furthermore, “[t]hey could not eat, sit, or smoke in the company of commoners, dress their hair in the conventional manner, wear geta (wooden sandals), or cross a commoner’s threshold.”

Although the social hierarchy system was technically abolished during the Meiji Restoration by way of the Emancipation Edict of 1871, afterward the newly named Burakumin were forced to register their previous social status in the national family register known as koseki. It was this register that would carry over the brand of “untouchable []” beyond the so-called Burakumin emancipation.

Today, social discrimination against Burakumin is pervasive even if diminished by time. This discrimination can take the form of merciless teasing of Burakumin schoolchildren or harassment by neighbors. Burakumin are also discriminated against by way of public access to the national koseki, which can disrupt employment and marriages. Since registrants are required to list a homesite, or honseki, listing a known buraku hamlet for one’s honseki can serve as a red flag for discriminators. Although modifications to koseki procedure now allow new family registrants (after marriage) to record a new honseki, “a completely new honseki or subsequent change of honseki ... suggest[s] an attempt to hide one or both of the spouses’ honseki.” While some Burakumin have attempted to change their honseki several times in order to remove themselves from a particular, damning geographic location, the fact of a change, which is itself recorded, is usually sufficiently suspicious to defeat the purpose of the change.

In addition to problems with the koseki, Burakumin have also had to deal with discrimination stemming from privately created directories of buraku honseki known as Chimei Sokan. These lists were first revealed in 1975 when private investigators were caught selling Chimei Sokan to prominent companies and prospective marriage partners. Even after publication was halted, new Chimei Sokan were discovered up until 1979. Purchasers of the lists included such international corporations as Toyota and Nissan.

In response to discrimination against Burakumin, the Japanese government instituted the Special Measures law in 1969. This law was “aimed at improving the living environment of [buraku] districts[] and improving access to employment and education.” The Special Measures law was terminated, however, in 2002, “when the government considered that the situation of [Burakumin] had improved and that the question could now be dealt with by common law.” Currently, the Japanese
government seems quite hesitant to admit that any serious ongoing problem of Burakumin discrimination exists. Nevertheless, since discrimination “against [Burakumin] persists,” it is likely that population counts, currently somewhere between 1.5 and 3 million, are not accurate due to concealed identities.

Burakumin have been able to independently develop a moderately effective means of fighting discrimination through private enforcement, which can even involve “the actual or threatened use of limited physical force by large groups of Burakumin.” This strategy is referred to as kyudan (denunciation). Essentially, kyudan involves mass “solicit[ation] from the discriminator (or alleged of fender) apologies, self-criticism, [and] promises to participate in enlightenment education[.]” Kyudan has even received implicit acceptance from the Japanese judiciary, so long as the measures applied do not “exceed ‘the socially reasonable bounds as set by the legal order’ [although] ‘a certain level of severity is to be approved.’” One of the reasons for this surprising step was the judiciary’s acknowledgment that “legal redress for discrimination is [otherwise] limited[.]”

iv. Zainichi Koreans

In 1910, Japan annexed Korea and Koreans were thereafter considered Japanese nationals until Japan’s surrender at the end of World War II. During the interim, many Koreans emigrated to Japan voluntarily, while many others were conscripted into forced labor. Korean “liberties were suppressed [and] the use of the Korean language [was] discouraged and then totally forbidden in 1940.” Following the war, “about 700,000 of the then [two] million-strong community stayed on rather than return to their homeland, which was then sliding into a war that would kill millions and split the country into two bitterly opposed states.”

A peace treaty signed in the early 1950s indicated that “Japan, recognizing the independence of Korea, renounce[d] all right, title[,] and claim to Korea.” At the same time, the Japanese government “issued a Circular Notice ... announcing that all Koreans, including those residing in Japan, were to lose their Japanese nationality.” Those still in Japan, having been “rendered stateless[,]” began to be referred to as zainichi, meaning “foreigners living in Japan[.]” Because of this important status shift, zainichi Koreans were denied the ability to register their families on the Japanese koseki and they “had to carry alien registration cards with them at all times and were forced to register their fingerprints.” Furthermore, there is much evidence of “various forms of discrimination that deny [zainichi Koreans] occupational, educational [,] and social
benefits[,]” even though most of them living now were born in Japan and only speak Japanese.109

Currently, there are just over 600,000 zainichi Korean permanent residents in Japan.110 While the government allows zainichi Koreans to apply for naturalization, many do not because the process is lengthy and arbitrary—applicants can be refused if the government finds them to be “‘inappropriate’ as a Japanese citizen.”111 Furthermore, many zainichi held back due to fears of backlash within their own community, which might consider them to be “‘traitors’ by fellow Koreans.”112 Until 1985, naturalizing zainichi Koreans was “recommended” by Japanese authorities to assume a Japanese name.113 More recently, however, naturalization is seen as a more plausible option and about 10,000 naturalize annually.114

While conditions for zainichi Koreans in Japan are considered to be improving,115 discrimination still exists.116 In 2004, the U.N. Committee on Rights of the Child urged Japan to “‘undertake all necessary proactive measures to combat societal discrimination and ensure access to basic services’ for children of Korean residents[,]”117 After news “coverage of the return of Japanese abductees” by North Korea, reports indicate[d] several hundred incidents of harassment of Korean schoolchildren in the streets.118 The children were “identified by their distinctive uniforms and [were] subjected to verbal and even physical attack[,]”119 such as the ripping of their traditional Korean dresses.120 As a result of this and other kinds of discrimination, many zainichi Koreans attempt to hide their heritage by assimilating into Japanese culture fully.121 “In primary school, only 14.2 percent of the Korean children use their Korean name [while i]n secondary school, only nine percent” do so.122 One popular media pastime is for publications to “out[] many celebrities they have named as zainichi[,]”123

In the judicial arena, zainichi Koreans have found modest success. In 1974, in the Yokohama District Court,124 a Korean named Mr. Pak won a discrimination suit he brought against the Hitachi Corporation.125 In Pak’s job application to Hitachi, he used an assumed Japanese name.126 After passing his employment examination and interview, however, Hitachi retracted its offer of employment when it received Pak’s Korean family registry.127 Similarly, in a case brought by a zainichi Korean in 1995, the Tokyo District Court ruled that, “a nationality requirement on membership [to a golf club] was ‘unreasonable under the contemporary ideas accepted by ... society,’ and held it to be unlawful.”128 Finally, in 2006, the Kobe District Court ruled in favor of two zainichi Koreans who were refused housing due to their nationality.129

In the 1995 Japanese Supreme Court case Chong v. Tokyo,130 the court held that while the Constitution does not per se prohibit zainichi Koreans from voting in local
elections, laws barring foreign residents from voting are not unconstitutional. Furthermore, in Chong, the Supreme Court ruled that so long as Tokyo had a “rational basis” for its decision, it could “uniformly reject all foreign applicants” for all managerial posts. In this case, Chong, a second-generation zainichi Korean, was for six years “Tokyo’s first non-Japanese public health nurse. After she decided to apply for a management position, however, the city government refused her application to take the employment test. Under the court’s analysis, it determined that due to the likelihood that those in governmental management posts will exercise “the local public body’s public authority or participate in public decision-making[,]” such positions cannot be said to be constitutionally guaranteed to individuals other than Japanese citizens. However, since such duties can vary widely, the government must “distinguish between managerial posts that must not be open to foreign nationals and those that may …, depending on the contents of the duties as well as how and to what extent the authority granted to each post is involved in performing governing functions.” By looking at the circumstance at hand, however, the court found that it was “within the bounds of vertical discretion” of the city to determine that non-citizen public nurses cannot be promoted to “division director-level or upper management posts” and thus Chong’s rejection “shall not be deemed to be illegal.”

b. The Modern Influx of Foreigners

“Japan, like it or not, is now on the road to becoming a much more culturally diverse nation.” This demographic shift represents a marked difference from Japan’s isolationist past. As mentioned previously, Japan was almost exclusively closed off to the rest of the world for several centuries, ending in the Meiji Revolution in the mid-nineteenth century. Even today, not that much has changed; Japan still “has the lowest percentage of immigrants and expatriate workers of any advanced industrialized nation.” However, relatively speaking, the recent population shift is immense. Japan is currently undergoing “the largest voluntary influx of foreigners in over 1,000 years.”

The chief factor motivating changes on this scale is likely a simple combination of economics and population statistics. In terms of economy, after a lost decade of depression in the 1990s, Japan’s economy is finally booming again. One of the reasons for the turnaround is that after “[fifteen] years of stagnation … corporate restructuring has cut out some of the dead wood” of an otherwise bloated infrastructure. Real estate values have finally started to rise. After several years of zero percent interest rates, Japan has finally started toying with raised rates. “However, such growth and prosperity have in turn created their own limitations in the form of severe manual labor
shortages[,] particularly for “3K’ jobs—dangerous (kiken), dirty (kitanai), and difficult (kitsui).” In some locations, such as Aichi prefecture, “the shortage of workers has reached acute proportions” and “1.7 jobs are offered for every applicant.”

Compounding this issue has been the mounting problem of a statistically significant decrease in Japan’s domestic population. According to the Japanese government, the population could fall from approximately 128 million to 100 million by 2050, or to as low as 86 million by some estimates. “By 2030, Japan will have only two workers for every retiree and, by mid-century, three workers for every two retirees.” While there are plans in the works to increase the age of retirement and to take advantage of robotic automation as much as possible, it is impossible to avoid the seeming necessity of foreign labor.

Population statistics have reflected Japan’s need for an influx of labor by way of significantly increased numbers of foreign immigration. Currently, Japan is home to “1.97 million legal foreign residents[,]” out of a total population of 127.7 million. This represents a 45 percent increase since the mid-nineties. In terms of individual ethnic communities, there are 607,419 ethnic Koreans, 487,570 Chinese, 286,557 Brazilians, and 199,394 Filipinos. In fact, it is such a shock to Japan that a full 1.5% of their total population is foreign, “a team of experts led by Vice Justice Minister Taro Kono published a report calling for a new immigration policy, one that limits foreigners to [3] percent of the total population.”

Perhaps, not surprisingly, population statistics significantly “undercount” in regards to illegal immigrants in Japan. Although it is naturally difficult to determine exactly how many illegal immigrants are in Japan, estimates in 1987 were around 400,000, “a six-fold increase” since 1982. In 1998 alone, the Justice Ministry deported 48,500 foreigners. Such illegal immigrant laborers face many challenges in Japan, such as difficulty to access medical care and free education.

Part II—Motivation and Justification for Exclusion of Foreigners

Before examining the reasoning behind the exclusion of foreigners by some private business owners, it should be informative to take a closer look at the scope of the problem itself. There has been no definitive survey across Japan to determine exactly how many businesses are systematically excluding foreigners and, as such, the case should not be overstated. Nevertheless, “[s]imilar cases [to the Otaru Onsen exclusion] exist throughout Japan, where racial discrimination is practiced undisturbed[.]”
In addition to the court cases discussed later, there have been many sporadic reports of private business exclusion of foreigners from the media, human rights organizations, and concerned community activists. For example, as part of the fact-finding missions that led to the Otaru Onsen case, the future plaintiffs discovered at various points in their investigation in Hokkaido three exclusionary onsen in Otaru,\textsuperscript{166} one in Wakkanai, and exclusionary sports and barber shops, also in Wakkanai.\textsuperscript{167} The investigators also found a partially exclusionary onsen in Rumoi.\textsuperscript{168} In 2000, the Japan Times reported that approximately 100 businesses used “Japanese Only” signs which had been prepared by “a local association of restaurants and bars [.]”\textsuperscript{169} The use of such practices has not just been limited to Hokkaido. “Similar cases of discrimination have been reported to the group from cities including Hamamatsu[,] ... Naha, Okinawa Prefecture[,] and] also [ ] in the entertainment districts of Tokyo’s Shinjuku Ward.”\textsuperscript{170} In Shinjuku, ironically, one business “had a sign that read: ‘Club International—No foreigners allowed.’”\textsuperscript{171} Some Japanese Only signs are intended mainly for a particular group of foreigners, such as the United States Navy.\textsuperscript{172} Although it was not from a private business, there was at least one instance in 1998 of a public pool in Azuma which featured a “Closed to Foreigners” sign.\textsuperscript{173} There are also many reported instances of unequal treatment arguably due to racial discrimination. For example, in the early 1990s, the six private Japan Railway companies were criticized sharply for charging more for Korean students than Japanese students, who normally get a student discount.\textsuperscript{174} In another example, HIS, Japan’s “largest discount travel agency,” was revealed to have a disparate pricing policy based on Japanese or foreign customers.\textsuperscript{175} When the policy was reported, HIS denied that discriminatory motives were behind the pricing decision, but rather stated that “business concerns” were the cause.\textsuperscript{176} On a smaller scale, there are many cases of reported discrimination in housing. For example, “[w]hen an Indian engineer called a real estate agent to find housing, the staff asked him repeatedly the color of his skin.”\textsuperscript{177} One relatively well-publicized case of disparate treatment based on nationality came from American Steve Herman.\textsuperscript{178} Herman was the chairman of the Foreign Press in Japan and had a salary the equivalent of approximately $200,000 in U.S. currency.\textsuperscript{179} Herman, with his Japanese wife and family, applied to Asahi Bank for a housing loan, but his application was refused outright when the bank discovered that he was neither a Japanese citizen nor a permanent resident.\textsuperscript{180} After Herman sued, “[t]he court affirmed the bank’s criteria to give housing loans only to Japanese citizens or permanent residents because the bank needed to lower its costs in deciding which applications to accept, and categorically excluding foreigners without permanent resident visas was justifiable.”\textsuperscript{181}
There are also many cases of discriminatory practices reported in regards to employment in Japan. The opportunity for discrimination in employment begins early; Japanese resumes generally “require a picture of the applicant.” In one case, a talented Indian computer specialist, Kamal Sinha, was specifically recruited by Mitsubishi Electric to work in Japan. Upon arrival, however, Sinha “was not permitted to take free company classes in Japanese offered to other foreign employees who were [white].” In another example, after a strike by foreign English-language instructors at a Japanese university to protest unequal treatment, the university retaliated by “decreasing the number of English classes it offered and [increasing] the size of some [] classes.” Within two years, nearly all of the foreign instructors at the university at the time of the strike had been terminated.

a. Presumption of Foreign Incompatibility with Domestic Japanese Culture

Kokusaika is the Japanese word for internationalization, and during the 1980s and 1990s kokusaika was a popular buzzword representing the country’s intended movement toward greater international interaction. This welcoming trend represents a marked difference from the Japan of the past. For an extreme example, in 1862, around the time of the Meiji Restoration, foreigner Charles Richardson was beheaded when he failed to follow what was then the proper cultural protocol of dismounting in the presence of a passing Japanese prince. However, while the age of kokusaika certainly represents some kind of ideological shift, some observers have pointed out that “simply saying kokusaika has not necessarily made the nation more international.”

Some things about Japan are clearly more international than they used to be. Japan’s markets have opened significantly to foreign investment since the 1980s. Also, there are now more foreigners in Japan than ever before. While having more foreigners represents one aspect of internationalization, the question remains as to whether “Japan [has truly] decided to accept people from abroad.” According to some, the Japanese have a “pervasive tendency to view everyone in terms of in-groups and out-groups[,]” with foreigners always falling on the outside. Can Japan truly represent kokusaika if foreigners will always be soto (outside) to the Japanese uchi (inside)?

One way to address this question is by looking at how the Japanese view themselves in relation to Japan’s economic success in the post-war era. “Although diffuse, the belief is strong that Japan’s domestic stability and international success were achieved partially through adherence to norms and values associated with” a traditional Japanese social order. “In Japan[,] hierarchical patterns of social and national organization combine with an ideology of homogeneity and its necessary counterpart,
exclusivity, as bases of national solidarity.”

Unlike in the United States, citizenship in Japan is not granted to children “simply by being born within its borders.” As might be expected, the exclusive, homogenous Japan can sometimes turn against its own—many Japanese who have spent much time abroad complain of discrimination due to so-called gaijin kusai, or “reek of foreignness.” Presumably, this is because those individuals have lost touch with the intricate subtleties expected in day-to-day Japanese social interaction.

It is not surprising, then, that there might be a cultural clash between the traditional “communitarian orientation” of Japan and a new influx of foreign immigration, ignorant of Japanese culture. It should also be noted, however, that the pervasiveness of the term kokusaika roughly coincided with the onset of Japan’s “lost decade” of economic downturn in the late 1980s and 1990s. At the same time, two of Japan’s closest East Asian Neighbors, South Korea and China, have been undergoing dramatic reformation, representing emerging cultural and economic superpowers, respectively. Rivalry between Japan and South Korea came to a head in 2002 when the two “countries were co-hosts of soccer’s World Cup and South Korea advanced further than Japan.”

The culmination of these conflicts has led to a distinct rise in anti-foreign hostilities amongst some Japanese. “[M]any ... feel threatened by rapid social change, the protracted economic downturn[,] and rising crime[,] ... spur[ring] a backlash in some quarters against outsiders and the loss of traditional values.” These feelings have led to complaints that “[t]here are too many foreigners here—throw them out immediately” or, more directly, fears that “Japan could be overrun by ‘swarms’ and ‘torrents’ of ‘cockroach-like’ immigrants[,]” It could be this “insecurity” of a threatened populace that has led to the rise of nationalist manga (comics) which depict Japan’s Asian neighbors in a less-than flattering light. Two such best-sellers are entitled “Hating the Korean Wave” and “Introduction to China.” While the former states that “there is nothing at all in Korean culture to be proud of[,]” the latter “portrays the Chinese as a depraved people obsessed with cannibalism[,]” Tellingly, despite the facial similarities between Japanese, Chinese, and Koreans, these manga depict “Japanese characters ... with big eyes, blond hair[,] and Caucasian features; the Koreans are drawn with black hair, narrow eyes[,] and very Asian features.”

While these manga may represent an extreme viewpoint, such feelings in the abstract are quite common. For example, a 2004 survey indicated that 44 percent of all Japanese felt that foreigners are a bad influence on the country—the exact same percent which felt that foreigners were a good influence. A different survey indicated that, on
the receiving end of such negative sentiment, 81 percent of foreigners living in one Tokyo ward said that the “Japanese were prejudiced towards them or had discriminated against them.”\textsuperscript{214} If the Japanese really do “attribute ... their present economic strength and high standard of living” to Japan’s “communal mentality,” which requires “voluntary compliance with accepted and well-known norms[,]” it follows that foreigners will typically lack understanding of such norms and will be “ill-suited to ... integration[,]”\textsuperscript{215} When there is a presumption that foreigners will be ignorant of the very cultural attributes that supposedly made Japan a post-war success, such foreigners will be seen as incompatible, posing a threat to continued success in the future or even as a source for past failures.

\textbf{b. Inflammatory Government Statements and Actions}

Despite a supposed governmental policy of kokusaika, there have been numerous instances of governmental officials’ speeches and actions that have only served to fan the flames of already-existing negative feelings toward foreign incursions into Japan.\textsuperscript{216} These state-sponsored gaffes include statements by prominent politicians, misleading statistics, and crime-prevention campaigns by local police agencies. While at first blush, individually, these actions may seem relatively harmless, when applied collectively they can lead to serious overreaction by the many Japanese who already see foreigners as unfamiliar and suspect.\textsuperscript{217}

Perhaps the most famous racially insensitive faux pas made by a Japanese politician was that of former Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone in 1986.\textsuperscript{218} At that time, Nakasone indicated that “Japan was a ‘more intelligent society’ than the United States, ‘where there are blacks, Mexicans [,] and Puerto Ricans, and the level is low.’”\textsuperscript{219} While Nakasone did later apologize,\textsuperscript{220} in 1988 former Finance Minister Michio Watanabe indicated that “American blacks were habitually in debt and had no concern about going bankrupt.”\textsuperscript{221} In 1990, “Justice Minister Seiroku Kajiyama drew a cavalier parallel between the effects of foreign prostitutes on Tokyo’s residential districts and the flight of [American] homeowners ‘forced out ... because blacks move in ... and ruin the atmosphere.’”\textsuperscript{222}

The most offensive recent comments have come from Tokyo Governor Shintaro Ishihara.\textsuperscript{223} Most notably, in 2000 Ishihara indicated that, in the wake of a major earthquake, “a big riot could be expected” by illegal foreigners.\textsuperscript{224} Additionally, in 2001, Ishihara stated “that the ‘very pragmatic DNA of Chinese ... [makes them] steal without hesitation in order to satisfy their desire.’”\textsuperscript{225} Although the message that Ishihara appears to be espousing to the public is that “immigration and internationalization seem to equal
more crime” for Japan, his statements have not prompted any reaction from the national government.

Police agencies in Japan also seem to be indicating that foreign immigration brings with it the serious risk of increased crime. ‘The National Police Agency’s [NPA] press releases exaggerate the role of foreigners in criminal offenses by mentioning that crimes by foreigners were worsening [] or widespread[].’ However, the statistics hailed by the NPA have been strongly criticized by commentators. While it is true that crime overall is increasing and, with it, crimes committed by foreigners, the press releases are nevertheless misleading because they do not address the fact that “[t]he foreign population is growing, [but] the Japanese one is not.” In reality, while the foreign population in Japan rose 18 percent in 2004, crimes committed by foreigners rose only approximately 9 percent that year. Furthermore, that figure includes visa violations, which is a crime only foreigners can commit.

In addition to propagating misleading statistics, local police agencies have taken steps that further solidify to the Japanese public the concept that foreigners bring with them a serious risk of criminal activity. For example, the Tokyo Metropolitan Police distributed flyers in 2000 which encouraged citizens to “call the police if you hear someone speaking Chinese.” Also in 2000, “the Shizuoka Police Department distributed to shopkeepers a handbook entitled ‘Characteristic Crimes by Foreigners Coming to Japan.’” Additionally, police in Tokyo’s Nakano ward placed posters on subway walls “warning of ‘purse-snatching “bad” foreigners[].’” When the Nakano Police were approached with complaints about the posters, they responded by saying, “It’s not as though we’re targeting all foreigners—only ‘bad foreigners[].’”

The national media also has a tendency to support the concept that rising crime is a foreigner problem. Sensationalism has led to erroneous headlines such as “Foreign Crime Rises Again, Six-Fold in Ten Years.” Other articles strongly suggest that foreign criminals are solely responsible for the crimes generally reported. “[L]urid stories about rings of Indian thieves, Thai and Filipino prostitutes[,] and Pakistani drug smugglers abound in Japan’s well-read weekly magazines.” Advertisers have also joined in on the sensationalizing of foreigner crime—for example, “Miwa Locks, Japan’s best-selling locksmith, ... advertised [its] new foreigner-proof security” system.

On the receiving end of this trend of misrepresentation of rising foreigner crime, many foreigners are forced to experience unreasonable and unnecessary suspicion from the Japanese public. One South Korean-born resident stated that while “[t]here must be bad people among foreign nationals, ... ordinary residents are also made to feel uneasy as if they are suspected only because they are foreigners[].” In the town of
Hamamatsu, as a Brazilian factory worker boarded a city bus, she heard the bus driver announce on the intercom: “Ladies and gentlemen, ... please watch your bags[, t]here is a foreigner on board.”247 As a concrete example, overreaction to the threat of foreign crime was the source of the closing of the Azuma public pool to foreigners.248 While children’s safety was the publicly stated reason for the “Closed to Foreigners” sign that briefly adorned the pool, it turns out that the true source was two complaints—one involving horseplay incidents with brown-skinned foreigners and another of sexual molestation by a non-Japanese-speaking pool guest, which a pool official later admitted was a “case of mistaken identity” of a man patting the wrong fourth grader on the bottom.249

Part III—Adjudicating Discrimination in Japanese Courts

If a foreigner in Japan experiences blatant discrimination in the private sphere, going to the authorities is not an option, because, as mentioned previously, there is no law against discrimination.250 Nevertheless, some foreigners who have experienced such discrimination have brought civil suit against the discriminating business owner under domestic tort and international human rights law. This section will detail the three cases brought thus far by foreigners against Japanese private business owners after having been excluded from a place of business due to racial and national origin discrimination.

a. Bortz Case

Hamamatsu, a city in the Shizuoka prefecture, “boasts the highest concentration of Japanese-Brazilians in” Japan.251 The relatively large number of Brazilians in Japan stems from the government’s decision in 1990 to allow the immigration of unskilled laborers if they were the foreign descendants of Japanese emigrants, known as Nikkeijin—“most of whom originated in Brazil[].”252 However, the Nikkeijin were not, as officials had hoped, “culturally familiar”[,] they were essentially “cultural strangers.”253 In Hamamatsu, conditions for Nikkeijin are difficult, with low-paying jobs and little or no access to government-sponsored medical services and public education.254 Local media frequently stereotype Brazilians as criminals255 and Hamamatsu police followed suit.256 As a result, many locals generated vague general fears of the local Brazilian population.257

On June 16, 1998, Ana Bortz, a Brazilian journalist and legal Japanese resident since 1992,258 entered a jewelry store in Hamamatsu.259 Once inside, the owner approached Bortz and inquired about her nation of origin.260 When Bortz responded that
she was from Brazil, the shop owner angrily demanded that she leave, pointing to one sign which indicated that foreigners were excluded from the premises and another sign from the police, which warned of robbers. Bortz nevertheless refused to leave and the police were called. When the police determined that there was no criminal action by either party, they left without resolution. The exchange had been documented on the store’s video surveillance system.

Two months later, Bortz filed suit in civil court, claiming that Suzuki, the store’s owner, had committed illegal discrimination. Although recognizing that no domestic law forbid discrimination, Bortz instead pointed to international human rights treaties that Japan had signed. In particular, Bortz made reference to Articles 2(d) and 6 of the International Convention on Eliminating All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD). CERD Article 2(d) states that signatory parties must “bring to an end, by all appropriate means, including legislation as required by circumstances, racial discrimination by any persons, group[,] or organization[.]” CERD Article 6 indicates that signatory parties “shall assure to everyone within their jurisdiction effective protection and remedies, through the competent national tribunals and other State institutions, against any acts of racial discrimination which violate his human rights and fundamental freedoms contrary to this Convention, as well as the right to seek from such tribunals just and adequate reparation or satisfaction for any damage suffered as a result of such discrimination.” In addition to citing to international law, Bortz also pointed to Japanese Civil Code provisions 90, 709, and 719, which generally “rule on the maintenance of public order and compensation for damages incurred.” In her complaint, Bortz requested 1.5 million yen in compensation as well as an apology from Suzuki.

Suzuki’s answer cited Article 22 of the Constitution of Japan, which states that “[e]very person shall have freedom ... to choose his occupation[.]” Suzuki argues that this provision accords “the autonomy of a business owner as long as his act does not interfere with public order” and “the right to select his customers in order to protect his business[.]” In general, Suzuki presented that “foreigners are unpredictable in behavior and [are] known to be prone to criminal acts[.]” In particular with Bortz, Suzuki claimed that her actions were “unnatural[.]” in that she “look[ed] directly into his eyes and walk[ed] around the store in a different direction than most Japanese customers would.”

Judge Soh of the Shizuoka District Court, head of a three-judge panel, announced his decision in the case on October 12, 1999. Although Soh did not find CERD to be directly applicable, “[i]n the absence of Japanese laws covering the
treatment of foreigners,” the CERD provisions could “provide standards by which the court can determine discriminatory acts and assure the victim reparation for his/her suffering” under the Japanese Civil Code tort provisions. “Based on [CERD] Article 2(d), [Soh] ... ruled that discrimination is prohibited at an individual level, and that expelling a customer from the store on the basis of nationality constituted an act of racial discrimination which in itself interfered with public order—thus constituting a tort under Japanese Civil Code Article 90. Judge Soh was not impressed by Suzuki’s arguments about Bortz’s behavior, since video surveillance “supported Bortz’s claim that she wasn’t [acting suspiciously].” The court awarded Bortz her entire request of 1.5 million yen in damages, approximately $14,000 at the time, but did not require that Suzuki apologize. Suzuki chose not to “appeal to a higher court, thus, accepting the District Court’s ruling and ending the lawsuit.”

b. McGowan Case

In September of 2004, African American Steve McGowan, designer and resident of Kyoto, visited an eyeglass shop in Daito City, Osaka Prefecture. While McGowan had previously visited the shop with his Japanese wife, this time he was accompanied by a black South African friend. As McGowan and his friend stood outside the shop talking about the window advertisements, Narita, the shop owner, received a call complaining about the two men. Subsequently, Narita rushed outside as the two were about to enter the shop and demanded that they “[m]ove to the other side of the street[,]” and stop “[t]ouching [his] store window[.]” According to McGowan, Narita also said, with a shooshing hand gesture, “I don’t like black people!”

McGowan had never heard the derogatory term kokujin (black person) before and called his wife to confirm what it meant. The next day, McGowan and his wife returned to the shop to speak with Narita. McGowan’s wife asked Narita if he had excluded McGowan because he was a foreigner. Narita responded “that he had a bad impression of black people during a stay in Germany.” McGowan decided to sue Narita, claiming “discrimination against black people[.]” In court, both sides presented their allegations and, as a witness, Narita admitted that “he has a ‘thing’ about black people,” indicating that it was a “part of his personality.”

On January 30, 2006, Judge Saga of the Osaka District Court announced his verdict, rejecting McGowan’s claims of racial discrimination and dismissing the suit. Saga’s analysis was chiefly factual. One of the principal reasons for dismissal was that Saga had “doubts about [McGowan’s] level of comprehension of the Japanese language.” Although McGowan was able to recite a kanji (Chinese characters used in
the Japanese written language) oath in court. Saga could not “trust [McGowan’s] accusation over the use of discriminatory remarks.” To support this decision, Saga pointed to the fact that McGowan’s wife asked Narita about discrimination against foreigners (gaikokujin) instead of against black people (kokujin), as McGowan had claimed in his complaint. Furthermore, Saga questioned McGowan’s Japanese comprehension because of the supposed illogic of McGowan’s claim that Narita told him to “‘Get out[’] ... [when McGowan and McGowan’s] friend were not actually inside the store at the time.” Finally, Saga found doubt in McGowan’s language comprehension abilities due to the fact that Narita told them “Don’t touch the window” when McGowan and his friend were not touching and did not intend to touch Narita’s shop window.

Judge Saga also saw McGowan’s previous successful experiences with Narita’s shop as evidence that Narita did not have a problem with black people. Finally, although Saga acknowledged that Narita had made a shooing hand gesture, which could conceivably be linked to discriminatory action, since McGowan’s other testimony had been negated, the gesture itself was not enough to find illegal racial discrimination. Since “there was no evidence [that] the store owner had made discriminatory remarks against blacks and [that] it was questionable whether McGowan had understood what the owner had said[,]” the case would have to be dismissed.

Following the District Court’s decision, McGowan decided to appeal. On appeal, his case was heard by the Osaka High Court. Coming to a decision on October 18, 2006, the Osaka High Court announced that it was reversing the District Court’s opinion and ordered Narita to pay 350,000 yen (approximately $3,000) to McGowan in compensation. Presiding Judge Tanaka indicated that the damages were for “McGowan’s emotional pain, saying that the entry denial ‘[was] a one-sided and outrageous act beyond common sense.’” While Tanaka acknowledged that “McGowan had been deeply upset by [Narita’s] ... gestures and harsh tone[,]” Tanaka did not go so far as to validate McGowan’s original complaint. Rather, Tanaka indicated that Narita’s remarks were “not enough to be recognized as racially discriminatory,” and that “the possibility that [McGowan] misheard [Narita] cannot be eliminated.” While Tanaka “avoided ruling [on] whether Narita’s words and actions were racially discriminatory,” he nevertheless held “the remarks [to be] illegal.” Although the decision in this regard was “very, very carefully, vaguely worded[,]” it held Narita’s actions collectively to be illegal due to being “outside social norms.” One commentator complained that the social norms cited were “unwritten” and unclear; in fact, even the words Tanaka used to say “illegal
activities” can also mean “activities not covered by the scope of current laws on the books.”

c. Otaru Onsen Case

In the early 1990s, after the fall of the Soviet Union, significant trade opened up between Russia and Japan. In particular, the northern island of Hokkaido experienced heavy traffic with Russian fishing vessels and did a “booming” trade of consumer goods in exchange for seafood. For example, while the remote port city of Otaru only has a population of 153,000, it annually sees around 30,000 Russian sailors calling to port each year.

Otaru is also notable for its many onsen, a hot springs resort version of the traditional Japanese public baths (sento). In addition to having become an important family tourism industry in recent decades, traditionally sento have represented an important part of Japanese culture, both as a matter of public hygiene and as a means of strengthening communitarian bonds, replete with complicated but expected rules of etiquette. Indeed, in a 1955 case, the Japanese Supreme Court saw fit to take special note of the cultural importance of sento. In a case dealing with a sento licensing ordinance, the court noted that “[p]ublic baths ... are welfare facilities of a highly public nature, indispensable to the daily life of the majority of the people.” While the spread of in-home bathing has certainly changed the place of the sento in Japanese culture, the sento is nevertheless still very important to the “public welfare.”

Along with the influx of Russian fishing vessels, came the desire of Russian sailors on shore leave to take advantage of Otaru’s onsen facilities. However, a number of Russian sailors were either ignorant of complex customary public bathing etiquette or uninterested in cultural compliance. For example, there were reports of failure to thoroughly bathe before getting in the communal waters, taking soap into the communal waters, drinking vodka in the bath house, wearing shoes indoors, and general “rowdiness.” A number of Japanese onsen customers complained about the Russians’ “smell” and unconfirmed rumors began to circulate that some Russian sailors had spread lice. In response to these concerns, and in fear of losing loyal Japanese customers, several of the city’s onsen began putting up signs excluding all foreigners. Although the chief concern was misbehaving Russians, the owners felt that it would be too difficult to distinguish Russians from other foreigners and, moreover, that banning only Russians “would be discriminatory.”

In 1999, upon hearing reports of foreigner exclusion, a group of concerned individuals went to Otaru to investigate, leading to the incident described at the
During that investigation, three Otaru onsen were discovered to conduct exclusionary practices. This led a number of interested parties to initiate a broad-reaching and lengthy “antidiscrimination campaign[,] ... including appeals to the municipal government, the Justice Ministry[,] foreign embassies[,] and] the domestic and international press[.]” The campaign was at least somewhat effective, creating a “storm” of national and even international attention on the subject. For example, the activists were able to convince the German Embassy to send a letter to the Otaru mayor complaining about the discrimination. As a result of all of the pressure, the city government “repeatedly asked operators of local bathhouses to stop discrimination and also produced and distributed Russian-language posters and flyers explaining Japanese manners at public baths.”

Ultimately, two of the three exclusionary Otaru onsen changed policies and began accepting foreigners. By this time, one of the activists, American David Aldwinkle, had naturalized in Japan becoming Debito Arudou. On November 28, 2000, Arudou re-visited the remaining offending onsen, Yunohana, and tape-recorded the exchange. At first, Arudou is excluded because he is a foreigner. However, upon proving that he is now a Japanese citizen Arudou is nevertheless excluded because he “look[s] foreign.” Subsequently, Arudou and two foreign residents who had also been excluded brought suit against Yunohana for discrimination and against the city of Otaru for failing to pass an anti-discrimination regulation. In the complaint, the plaintiffs cited the Constitution of Japan, the CERD treaty, and Japanese Civil Code tort provisions to support their argument.

The Sapporo District Court handed down its decision on November 11, 2002. Presiding Judge Sakai first addressed the plaintiffs’ constitutional claim in regards to the charges against Yunohana. Although Article 14 of the Constitution of Japan clearly prohibits discrimination, Sakai states that this constitutional provision only “regulates the relationship between the individual and the state, and as such is not supposed to directly regulate individual private relationships[.]” Essentially the same argument is applied to the use of international treaties—such treaties merely “regulate[] the relationship between the public authorities and the international responsibilities of a state” and cannot be applied to Yunohana.

Sakai then examines Yunohana’s exclusion of all foreigners as a response to the misbehavior of some foreigners, determining that Yunohana’s behavior “lack[s] ... rationality” and amounts to “unrational discrimination ... because it went beyond the bounds of what is deemed socially acceptable.” As such, the behavior is considered illegal. Because of a perceived violation of the plaintiffs’ dignity rights, Sakai applied
Japanese Civil Code 710 to determine that each of the three plaintiffs will receive one million yen in compensation from Yunohana, approximately equaling $25,000 at that time. However, Sakai rejected the plaintiffs’ demands for an apology, ruling that “the Court cannot determine that [p]laintiffs suffered any societal damage to their honor[.]”

The court completely dismissed all of the plaintiffs’ claims against the city, finding that Otaru was not “in dereliction of [any] duty” under the CERD treaty. Sakai explained that the duty placed upon Japan by Article 6 of the CERD treaty, detailed previously, is “no more than a political duty, and the [c]ourt interprets this to read that it is not the case where [Otaru] has the specific duty towards each citizen without any other option but to pass an ordinance to outlaw a concrete case of racial discrimination.” Moreover, the court found that “CERD Article 6 ... makes no concrete reference to” any provisions providing direct remedy for plaintiffs. To the extent that CERD requires any action, “[h]ow measures will be carried out must ... be left to [Otaru’s] discretion.” In the present case, Otaru “took several possible measures, bringing about some appropriate results.” Therefore, the court reasoned Otaru’s actions or lack thereof “cannot [be] rule[d] ... [to be] illegal.”

Subsequent to the Sapporo District Court decision, both the plaintiffs and defendant Yunohana decided to appeal. On September 16, 2004, the Sapporo High Court announced its decision. In essence, the District Court was affirmed on every point. However, Presiding Judge Sakamoto added in regards to the charges against Otaru that under existing Supreme Court case law there is no liability against the government for failure to pass a law. Futhermore, Sakamoto stated that the CERD language indicating that a signatory nation must “by all appropriate means [ eliminate] racial discrimination” is “general and abstract” and “do[es] not further provide specific measures.” In the sense that “it is not clear ... [that the CERD] convention ... oblige[s] the introduction of ordinances[,]” Otaru cannot be liable for any failure to enact such an ordinance. Following the High Court’s decision, Arudou’s appeal to the Supreme Court was rejected.

Part IV—Addressing the Adequacy of Current Remedies for Addressing Discrimination

Part III of this article reviewed three cases addressing discrimination in the form of exclusion from private businesses in Japan. In one sense, all three cases can ultimately be seen as victories against discrimination. In another sense, however, the cases arguably present two shortcomings: in McGowan, the courts’ failure to recognize the defendant’s actions against McGowan as racial discrimination and, in Arudou, the courts’
unwillingness to find the government in any way responsible under international law for the discrimination it allowed to continue in Otaru. This section will address the extent to which existing judicial avenues can be effective against private discrimination in light of Japan’s obligations under international law.

Japan is a party to two international treaties, which directly require each signatory to take steps to eradicate discrimination within its borders. One such treaty, previously mentioned, is CERD (International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination). The CERD treaty states that each participating nation “shall prohibit and bring to an end, by all appropriate means, including legislation as required by circumstances, racial discrimination by any persons, group[,] or organization[].” Additionally, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights similarly states that “the law shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all persons equal and effective protection against discrimination on any ground such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth[,] or other status.” In regards to these international law commitments, Japan is currently of the position that it is “fulfilling the obligations,” which treaty law places on it via currently existing legal remedies.

a. Analysis of Existing Legal Remedies

Because there are no laws prohibiting discrimination in Japan, acts of discrimination are not per se illegal. Nevertheless, victims of discrimination have the option of presenting a number of civil court claims to address their grievances. The following subsections will detail the three types of claims brought in the discrimination cases described above and the standards by which such claims are adjudicated.

i. Constitution of Japan

The Constitution of Japan does have a provision that addresses discrimination. Article 14 states that “[a]ll of the people are equal under the law and there shall be no discrimination in political, economic[, ] or social relations because of race, creed, sex, social status[, ] or family origin.” This provision is actually a modified version of an earlier draft constitution, developed after World War II, which included language directly protecting foreign nationals against discrimination. However, as a result of extensive negotiation between the American occupying forces and the Japanese government, the end product was much less clear in its protection of foreigners.
“Following the defeat of Japan and during the Occupation, the Supreme Commander of the Allied Powers (SCAP), General Douglas MacArthur, directed his staff” to draft a new constitution after soundly rejecting the draft created by the Japanese.\textsuperscript{388} The SCAP draft contained one article, SCAP Draft Article 13, which stated that “[a]ll natural persons are equal before the law. No discrimination shall be authorized or tolerated in political, economic [,] or social relations on account of race, creed, sex, social status, caste [,] or national origin.”\textsuperscript{389} Furthermore, SCAP Draft Article 13 stated that “[a]liens shall be entitled to the protection of the law.”\textsuperscript{390} However, a subsequent Japanese edit removed language about national origin from SCAP Draft Article 13 while keeping SCAP Draft Article 14 intact.\textsuperscript{391}

Critically, this edit also changed the introductory clause “[a]ll natural persons” in SCAP Draft Article 13, which later become Article 14, to read “[a]ll the people[,]” represented by the Japanese word kokumin.\textsuperscript{392} Somewhat later, Japanese officials were able to negotiate the complete omission of SCAP Draft Article 14.\textsuperscript{393} The final step in this progression came several years later in 1950 with the passage of the Law of Nationality.\textsuperscript{394} This statute is critical because it gives official legal definition to the word kokumin, left intentionally vague in the Constitution of Japan by Japanese officials—now only “holders of Japanese citizenship” are covered under what became Article 14.\textsuperscript{395}

Despite these changes, the Japanese Supreme Court has shown some willingness to extend the protections of constitutional human rights privileges to foreign nationals.\textsuperscript{396} One case which addressed this principle is McLean v. Justice Minister in 1978.\textsuperscript{397} In McLean, an American citizen was denied extension of a Japanese visa at least in part due to political demonstrations in opposition to Japan’s part in the Vietnam War.\textsuperscript{398} Ultimately, the court decided that the Minister of Justice had not acted inappropriately in his decision because immigration law gave him broad discretion over visa extensions.\textsuperscript{399} Most interestingly, however, the court declared that the constitutional “guarantees of fundamental human rights ..., with the exception of those rights which by their nature must be limited to the Japanese, apply equally to aliens staying within our country.”\textsuperscript{400} In McLean, while “freedom to engage in political activities” generally applies to aliens,\textsuperscript{401} it does so, according to one commentator, “only as far as the Ministry of Justice permits [.]”\textsuperscript{402} The court stated that the Minister of Justice’s decision would only be overturned if it is “clearly unreasonable.”\textsuperscript{403}

Regardless of whether the Constitution of Japan protects foreigners from governmental discrimination, it cannot aid a plaintiff in regards to private discrimination. In another case, Mitsubishi Jushi K.K. v. Takano,\textsuperscript{404} the Supreme Court
stated that the human rights’ provisions “of the Constitution do not apply directly to mutual relations between private parties.”\(^{405}\) The rationale for applying these constitutional protections only to state action is that “[w]hile in relations between private parties[,] there is a possibility that one’s freedom or right of equality can be mutually contradictory or conflicting against others’ in actual instances.”\(^{406}\) “[I]n the framework of a modern and free society, the regulation of such conflicts is entrusted as a general rule to private self-government and the law will intervene to regulate only when the mode and extent of the infringement go beyond the socially acceptable limit.”\(^{407}\) This same standard was applied by the courts in the exclusionary cases of the preceding section to determine whether the alleged discriminatory acts were illegal under Japanese tort law.

**ii. Civil Code of Japan—Tort Law**

Article 1 of the Japanese Civil Code establishes the basis for the private rights of Japanese citizens—“[t]he enjoyment of private rights commences at birth.”\(^{408}\) Article 2 extends such rights to foreigners, with some minor exceptions.\(^{409}\) However, the Civil Code also sets limits to the exercise of such rights. For example, Article 90 states that an act of an individual under private law “whose object is a matter contrary to public order or good manners and customs[] is void.”\(^{410}\) “[W]hether the object [of such an] act is contrary to public order or good manners and customs is a matter to be decided by the opinion of the [c]ourt.”\(^{411}\)

In cases of alleged discrimination, the Civil Code offers Article 709, stating that “[a] person who has intentionally or negligently violated the right of another is bound to compensate any damages resulting in consequence.”\(^{412}\) Article 709 is the most basic provision of the torts section of the Japanese Civil Code.\(^{413}\) Article 710 further adds that whether or not “the person, liberty[,] or [honor] (reputation) of another is injured or his property rights are violated, the person who is bound to make compensation for damage in accordance with the provisions of [Article 709] must make also compensation even for damage other than that to his property.”\(^{414}\) Therefore, in the case of discrimination, the offending party must pay damages “even when the property of the other party has sustained no loss.”\(^{415}\) In addition to providing money damages, Article 710 also provides an additional remedy in the form of public apology where the injured party’s honor has been offended.\(^{416}\)

How does the court determine when an act is contrary to public order or injurious to a plaintiff’s dignity and honor? After analysis of the facts of the case, the judicial standard applied is to determine if the acts in question “infringe[] upon the basic freedoms or equalities of other individuals, or has the danger of doing so, and has been
judged as going beyond the limits of what is socially permissible[.]

The Japanese Supreme Court had the following to say:

> While in relations between private parties there is a possibility that one’s freedom or right of equality can be mutually contradictory or conflicting against others’ in actual instances. But in the framework of a modern and free society, the regulation of such conflicts is entrusted as a general rule to private self-government and the law will intervene to regulate only when the mode and extent of the infringement go beyond the socially acceptable limit.

Ultimately, however, since the standard hinges on a perception of permissible social limits, the outcome of discrimination cases will very much depend on the outlook of the judge or judges in the case. While excluding all foreigners for fear of upsetting regular bathers at an onsen may appear to be highly socially inappropriate to one judge, it may appear to another as a reasonable decision by a business trying to deal with an influx of ill-mannered foreigners who are scaring away local customers.

### iii. International Human Rights Law Applied Domestically

Article 98 of the Constitution of Japan states that “[t]he treaties concluded by Japan and established laws of nations shall be faithfully observed.” An overwhelming majority of [Japanese law] scholars take the view that treaties have domestic legal force in Japan. As a result, generally speaking, “litigants can invoke international law before Japanese courts.” In fact, if there is a conflict, “[t]reaties ... prevail over statutes.” Therefore, in theory, a plaintiff alleging discrimination in Japanese courts could cite to applicable provisions of international human rights treaties in lieu of domestic law in Japan prohibiting discrimination.

“Even though international law has domestic legal force in Japan, those international human rights instruments which lack a legally binding character are not regarded as having the force of ‘law’ in Japan.” For example, the Osaka High Court has stated that “treat[ies] which require legislative procedures for its contents to be implemented ... cannot directly become a judgment norm[.]” This interpretation was applied to the CERD treaty in both the Bortz and the Arudou cases. For example, in Arudou, while the court recognized that the CERD treaty has the “force of domestic law[,] ... it regulates the relationship between the public authorities and the international responsibilities of a State, but does not directly regulate the relationships between individuals[.]”
Although Japanese courts are unwilling to apply international human rights treaty provisions prohibiting discrimination directly to private disputes,429 “the provisions of these [treaties] may [nevertheless] be considered in the interpretation of tort law.”430 This concept is referred to as the “indirect application” of international law.431 One advantage to this approach is that even if the language of a treaty merely creates a political duty rather than a direct private right of action, the treaty provisions can still be used indirectly because under such an approach “[t]he legal character of the international instrument is not so important [.].”432 Particularly in terms of domestic tort law, in determining which actions are void as against public policy, international human rights’ provisions can be applied indirectly through the judicial interpretation of Japanese Civil Code Article 90.433 While some earlier attempts for such indirect application of treaty provisions in tort discrimination cases were unsuccessful,434 courts in the Bortz and Arudou cases were willing to apply such an interpretation.435 In both cases, the courts applied CERD provisions in the factual analysis in order to determine that the defendants’ actions were discriminatory, violated public policy, and were actionable under tort law.436

b. Human Rights Community Observations on Japan

While the Japanese government feels that it is meeting its obligations under international human rights’ treaties via existing tort remedies,437 a number of domestic and international observers have come to a different conclusion. There have been numerous calls on the Japanese government from various groups for the creation of a domestic anti-discrimination law. This section will briefly address recommendations from both national and international observers.

On an international level, in 2001 the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD Committee), an arm of the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights which oversees the implementation of the CERD treaty worldwide,438 issued its observations on Japan.439 Although the CERD Committee recognized some “[p]ositive aspects” of the Japanese government’s approach to discrimination,440 ultimately the Committee “believe[ed specific legislation is] necessary to ... outlaw racial discrimination[.]”441 The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan’s response to the CERD Committee report was decidedly “defensive”442 in tone, taking issue with many of the Committee’s findings and generally disregarding the large-scale recommendations.443

Following the CERD Committee’s report, Doudou Diène, the United Nation’s Special Rapporteur on Contemporary Forms of Racism, Racial Discrimination,
Xenophobia, and Related Intolerance, issued a report on Japan in 2006.444 In his report, “[a]fter having collected and analy[zed the views of all parties concerned,”445 Diène “reached the conclusion that racial discrimination and xenophobia do exist in Japan[].”446 As a result, Diène strongly recommended that the Japanese government “adopt[,] ... a national law against racism, discrimination, and xenophobia[].”447 While the publication of Diène’s report was followed by a flurry of criticism and support in Japan, the government made no immediate moves to follow the recommendations.448

In addition to foreign pressure on Japan to create an anti-discrimination law, there has also been pressure from domestic groups. For example, in 2004 the Japanese Federation of Bar Associations (JFBA) published a “Declaration Seeking the Building of a Harmonious Multietnic, Multicultural Society, and the Enactment of Legislation for the Basic Human Rights of Non-National and Ethnic Minorities.”449 In this report, considering in part the denial of entry in “shops and restaurants” for foreigners,450 the JFBA recommended that the national government “[i]ntroduce legislation to ban racial discrimination[].”451 A similar request was made by the Japanese Civil Liberties Union (JCLU) in 2005.452 In its recommendation for legislation, JCLU proposed a law that not only prohibits discrimination but also “[i]mpos[es] criminal sanctions” for violations.453

c. Efficacy of Creating New Anti-Discrimination Legislation

Considering the chorus of voices calling for an anti-discrimination law in Japan, it would seem natural that such a law would at least have been considered on a national level. After all, anti-discrimination laws are quite common in the developed world. This section will discuss the possibility of Japanese anti-discrimination legislation and explore the benefits and pitfalls of such a solution for the problem of racial discrimination in Japan.

i. The Possibility of an Anti-Discrimination Law in Japan

A national law addressing discrimination has in fact already been considered by the Japanese legislature.454 A draft of a law known as the Human Rights Protection Bill was submitted to the legislature originally in 2002.455 Subsequently, the draft was dropped in 2003, nearly re-submitted in 2005, and ultimately delayed until at least 2007.456 The main reason for the uncertainty has been a lack of legislative consensus regarding various controversial provisions.457

The Human Rights Protection Bill draft begins by prohibiting “unjust discrimination,” taking a flexible approach to discrimination similar to that of the
One of the draft’s chief means of achieving this goal is a series of provisions that propose to establish a Human Rights Commission under the auspices of the Minister of Justice. The Commission’s principal responsibilities would be to receive and remedy human rights’ grievances and to generally promote human rights’ concerns. For the latter responsibility, the bill provides for a veritable army of Human Rights Commissioners, whose duties are to “disseminate the philosophy of respect for human rights[,]” “[t]o endeavour[] to promote private activities for the protection of human rights[,]” and “[t]o provide counseling on human rights,” amongst others.

Upon presentation of a specific discrimination claim, the Commission investigates the accusation employing broad powers of inquiry. If discrimination is found, the Commission may apply any of a series of remedies. General remedy powers include counseling of the victim, providing guidance to those individuals involved in the discrimination, and so on. For certain types of serious discrimination, the Commission also has the power to initiate mediation or arbitration, issue recommendations and publish such recommendations if the offender fails to comply, and in some cases even initiate legal action against the offender. Should legal action be initiated, however, no special powers or remedies are granted to the Commission.

Despite the fact that the Human Rights Protection Bill does not per se prohibit racial discrimination, it has nevertheless garnered some degree of support. It has also received severe criticism from a wide array of sources. For example, on one hand, Amnesty International has argued that to be effective the Human Rights Commission must be autonomous and distinct from the Ministry of Justice. On the other hand, others have criticized the draft as defining human rights’ violations too broadly, for providing overly extensive powers of investigation, and for failing to establish a provision that would prohibit non-nationals from sitting on the Commission.

While the creation of a national anti-discrimination law is certainly one approach, another option would be the establishment of a similar local ordinance. In 2005, for example, the Tottori prefecture “approved an ordinance … that [would] … protect people from racial discrimination and other human rights violations[,]” a first for Japan. Similarly to the national law draft, the Tottori ordinance “establish[ed] a five-member committee to deal with complaints about rights violations.” After investigation, the committee could advise offenders to remedy their actions and, should compliance be lacking, the committee may “disclose the names of the alleged violators.” Additionally, the committee has the power to levy fines of up to 50,000 yen.

Although the Tottori ordinance perhaps showed a promising start, it did not do so without criticism. For example, some claimed that the law gave too much arbitrary
power to the committee in determining which acts constitute human rights violations. Following the ordinance’s enactment, however, came a “deluge” of criticism and concern from citizens and the media. In addition to the previous complaints, many feared that the disclosure provisions could infringe on the right to privacy and granted too much judicial power in an administrative arm of the government. Ultimately, these criticisms became too much for the prefecture and in March of 2006, “the Tottori Prefectural Assembly voted unanimously to suspend the ordinance indefinitely.”

ii. Preference for a Consensus-Building Model

Based on the above-mentioned examples, an argument could be made that Japan is not ready for a law prohibiting racial discrimination or even one providing more serious human rights oversight. Could this in part be based on a cultural preference not for legislation or litigation but rather for an alternative dispute resolution model? This section will explore the idea that the Japanese would prefer to resolve the problem of racial discrimination through consensus-building rather than taking a more hard-line approach.

Regardless of the feelings of Japan as a whole, the Japanese government clearly does not see legislation as the appropriate solution to the problem of discrimination. In general, “[t]he attitude of [the Japanese government] towards law-making and supervision in [the area of human rights] is conspicuously defensive in nature.” In regards to the exclusion of foreigners from private businesses, the government has stayed true to this general nature. For example, when Ana Bortz called upon the government to create an anti-discrimination law following the Bortz decision, the Hamamatsu mayor responded by saying:

I do not intend to legislate such an ordinance, but I do agree that racial discrimination should not be tolerated. I will make every effort to eliminate it short of legal enforcement. As for causes of racial discrimination, I think that Japanese people may not be used to interacting with foreigners because they have long lived in an island country. Therefore, I believe that if the Japanese come to know well about foreign residents in Hamamatsu, their ideas and their activities, this will eventually lead to better understanding of them among Japanese.

Time and time again, this same approach was mirrored in the efforts of the Otaru government in the lead-up to the Otaru Onsen lawsuit. Otaru’s first official response to a complaint about the exclusionary onsen indicated only a willingness to “coordinate efforts with other related administrative organs and ask again and again that
management improve the situation, despite "sincere" regret about the hurt feelings of those who had been excluded.\textsuperscript{482} An Otaru City Assemblyman was unwilling to take action without first "understanding" public opinion.\textsuperscript{483} The Otaru mayor stated more bluntly that discrimination against foreigners "is not a problem that can be solved by ... establishing an ordinance."\textsuperscript{484} In response to pressure, the governor of Hokkaido responded:

We do not believe that establishing an ordinance hastily patched together without the input of each party to the dispute is the best way to reach a solution. So we believe it is necessary to start getting input from every city, town, and village, in solidarity with those affected, and from now on take this up prudently with a view to reaching a solution.\textsuperscript{485}

According to Japan’s Justice Ministry, "discrimination is ‘a matter of the heart’ and cannot be solved through legal remedies."\textsuperscript{486} Following this general principle, Vice Justice Minister Kono stated in 2006 that "[e]ven if [the Japanese government] were to pass [a national law outlawing racial discrimination], Japanese attitudes towards foreigners wouldn’t change. It’s more important to change the culture of Japanese society to one that is accepting of foreigners."\textsuperscript{487} The general Japanese preference for gradualism as a vehicle for societal change is typified by the Japanese aphorism “Don’t awaken the sleeping child.”\textsuperscript{488} One commentator has stated that this statement “reflects a widespread belief that meaningful change must be shaped by evolution, rather than revolution, through which the public builds a consensus.”\textsuperscript{489}

“From administrative guidance to trade association cartels, informal, consensual methods of regulation and coercion have seemed to constitute the predominant mechanism of social and economic ordering” in Japan.\textsuperscript{490} The "extent of [Japan’s] dependency"\textsuperscript{491} on consensus results from Japan’s fundamental understanding of its own "communitarian orientation."\textsuperscript{492} “[I]n Japan, the sense of community ... has required that power be widely shared” because "communities are best maintained by sharing power as well as gains."\textsuperscript{493} As a reflection of this distribution of power, a consensus-based dispute resolution model gives "each participant a voice in decisions,"\textsuperscript{494} as opposed to "[m]ajoritarian rule, [which] empowers only those who hold the voting balance."\textsuperscript{495}

While consensus-building may be a “cumbersome” process,\textsuperscript{495} it is nevertheless regularly employed on a small scale in the Japanese courts in the uniquely Japanese judicial format known as conciliation.\textsuperscript{496} Conciliation is a dispute settlement method that
predates the introduction of Western legal concepts and involves a judge and two community members whose purpose is to encourage voluntary compromise.\textsuperscript{497}

Conciliation, as opposed to direct litigation, is so favored by the Japanese government that when conciliation was formalized into the modern Japanese judicial system in 1951, it was determined that “the judiciary’s primary function ... is to encourage conciliation.”\textsuperscript{498}

In addition to the mandate to the Japanese judiciary, there appear to be elements within Japanese culture that also seek to avoid direct litigation,\textsuperscript{499} although this should not be read to indicate that litigation is necessarily uncommon.\textsuperscript{500} However, regardless of how common litigation actually is in Japan, there is nevertheless a general belief that “good people neither trouble nor are troubled by the law.”\textsuperscript{501} Feelings in this regard are certainly not diminished when the source of the litigation in question is a claim of discrimination. For example, an official of the Tokyo Metropolitan Government’s Foreign Residents’ Advisory Center specifically advised against bringing suit to combat discrimination.\textsuperscript{502} This sentiment was repeated by a spokeswoman of the Tokyo Bar Association, who stated that “Filing anti-discrimination lawsuits is not the way these problems are solved in Japan.”\textsuperscript{503} Indeed, “virtually all discrimination suits are settled out of court[].”\textsuperscript{504}

A Japanese disinclination to see litigation or legislation as the solution for racial discrimination does not however mean that the Japanese are therefore disinclined to solve the problem altogether. A powerful but informal society-based set of rules of “conduct which function[] for the maintenance of the social order” exists in Japan and is referred to as giri.\textsuperscript{505} The preference for employing the rules of giri for the resolution of private disputes regarding discrimination has even been recognized by the Japanese Supreme Court, at least where the discrimination in question is not altogether unreasonable.\textsuperscript{506} Giri can be defined as the “duty ... of a person who is bound to behave in a prescribed way toward a certain other person.”\textsuperscript{507} Reflecting a traditional disinclination to litigate, the rules of giri prevent a wronged individual from demanding fulfillment of a social obligation; rather resolution is based on self-enforcement, as required by societal notions of honor.\textsuperscript{508} There is a fear that if legislation attempts to penetrate the honor-bound duties of mutual obligation governing interpersonal relationships, “execution [of giri] would no longer depend on the mental attitude of the person under the obligation” and the social order based on mutual self-enforcement might collapse.\textsuperscript{509}

The above commentary is not meant to suggest, however, that the rules of giri are “something static.”\textsuperscript{510} Rather, giri “is dynamic and constantly changing[].”\textsuperscript{511} As
“Japanese attitude[s] ... continue to become more Westernized[,]” it is natural that the social customs demanded by the rules of giri will likely eventually grow to encompass the self-enforcement of anti-discrimination norms. In this regard, Japanese governmental efforts to push for societal consensus that discrimination against foreigners is undesirable, in place of simply legislating such a norm, can be seen as an effort to gradually reach the same end as legislation but at the same time uphold traditional Japanese modes of self-regulation.

Furthermore, some commentators have warned that pressure from outsiders for the immediate creation of an anti-discrimination law could ultimately have a harmful effect, such as “foster[ing] further resentment, entrench[ing] opposition, and even promot[ing] a backlash against those already present in Japan.” Gregory Clark, an Australian long-time resident of Japan and commentator on Japanese society, has pointed out that despite some “ugly” “anti-foreign sentiment[,]” “Japan can be remarkably open and fair.” According to Clark, “[o]ver the years, the Japanese have evolved a value system that for all its faults has created the advanced and reasonably stable society that most [foreigners in Japan] have come to enjoy.” “To demand that Japanese observe [a Western] value system, while pouring scorn on [the Japanese value system],” he states, “is the worst kind of racism.”

iii. Analysis

There are many attractive elements of Japan’s traditional consensus-building approach as applied toward the resolution of racial discrimination. Hamamatsu’s mayor is probably right to suggest that a gradual approach, relying on time and exposure to foreigners, will do more to cure the root cause of discrimination than an anti-discrimination law. The Sapporo High Court, in the Arudou case, was correct to point out that “[e]ven if Otaru City [had] officially declared that racial discrimination is illegal, ... it is unclear that th[is] measure[] would have had any effect in stopping this case of refusals.” Most would agree that a nation that disfavors discrimination at its core is preferable to one that merely avoids engaging in discrimination due to the requirements of law.

Be that as it may, there are nevertheless elements of the “gradual approach [that] warrant[] critical examination.” Chiefly, under this approach “victims of discrimination must internalize their grievances and patiently await future improvements” without any realistic or reliable timetable. Should someone experience racial discrimination, which can understandably be a humiliating experience, Japanese law is not necessarily on the victim’s side. If the victim decides to bring a civil suit,
there is no guarantee of victory.\textsuperscript{522} Although McGowan was able to present arguably convincing evidence of racial discrimination, for example, he nevertheless lost at the trial level and only prevailed upon appeal.\textsuperscript{523}

Even before deciding whether or not to bring suit, one must consider that litigation in Japan can be particularly expensive. “[P]laintiffs ... must pay large retainers for attorneys’ fees and filing fees at the beginning of the case.”\textsuperscript{524} For example, McGowan’s complaint requested 5.5 million yen in damages,\textsuperscript{525} but typical attorney fees can range from 7 to 14 percent of such an amount.\textsuperscript{526} Furthermore, court costs for such a lawsuit would amount to 27,500 yen.\textsuperscript{527} If attorney fees are set at 14 percent, even at the district court level, McGowan would be faced with 797,500 yen out-of-pocket costs. McGowan’s award, however, was only 350,000 yen, and he was granted that only on appeal.\textsuperscript{528} Although Bortz and the plaintiffs in the Otaru Onsen case were awarded more, their personal risk of loss was nevertheless great. It is not surprising, then, that most discrimination cases, if pursued at all, are settled out of court.\textsuperscript{529} As a result, such cases are unlikely to receive much national attention, if any.

On the one hand, it cannot be denied that the population of foreigners in Japan is on the rise, in an apparently continuing trend.\textsuperscript{530} As a result, most Japanese are bound to have some degree of increased exposure to non-Japanese in their day-to-day lives. However, on the other hand, only the rarest cases of discrimination against foreigners receive national attention and at the same time foreigners are increasingly represented as a chief source of elevating Japanese crime in the media.\textsuperscript{531} As mentioned previously, polling has indicated that the Japanese are evenly divided on whether foreigners are a good or bad influence on Japan.\textsuperscript{532} Considering this, there seems to be little motivation for the Japanese to open themselves up to the kind of meaningful interaction with foreigners that could lead to diminished prejudice. In other words, the gradualism approach could end up being very gradual indeed.

Since the Otaru Onsen case, Debito Arudou has been planning a new series of discrimination suits, which aim to find the national government civilly liable for failing to act on the political duty required by international human rights’ treaties.\textsuperscript{533} This suit aims to take advantage of new Supreme Court precedent, which holds that “the lack of a law upholding constitutionally guaranteed rights is now considered legally-actionable negligence [...].”\textsuperscript{534} This Supreme Court decision overturned old case law which the High Court had used in defense of Otaru in the Otaru Onsen case.\textsuperscript{535} The ultimate goal, of course, is to add the voice of the judiciary to the chorus calling for anti-discrimination legislation in Japan.\textsuperscript{536}
Before dismissing the idea of a new human rights law in Japan because of arguments that it would be disrespectful to Japan’s traditional culture, it is important to first consider the likely effect of such a law. Would it necessarily be as broad as critics fear? Analysis of the works of John Owen Haley, an influential Japanese legal scholar, suggests otherwise.

Haley is arguably most well-known for his book Authority Without Power: Law and the Japanese Paradox. In it, Haley describes a pervasive system in Japan of extensive governmental authority to legislate but a “remarkably weak” “capacity to coerce and compel[].” For example, Japanese courts lack “judicial contempt powers or the usual penal analogies found in most continental legal systems,” and administrative officials are “rarely equipped ... with effective coercive powers.” In fact,

...for administrative officials, the consequence is the necessity to obtain assent by those affected in the formulation of public policies and to bargain for compliance in their implementation. Japanese judges ... similarly recognize that compliance with legal rules, and even court orders, is more voluntary than coerced. Hence, they too seek consensual responses in law enforcement.

Due to this dichotomy, “legal sanctions [functionally] are remarkably weak in Japan as compared to either common law or other civil law systems.” As a telling example, Japan’s Equal Employment Opportunity Law merely imposes a “’duty to endeavor’ not to discriminate” against women, while “conspicuously lack[ing real] prohibitory language[].”

However, that is not to suggest that legislation has little effect on Japanese society. Rather, “[l]aw [can serve to] structure[] the [everyday] behavior of people in Japan[].” This is possible within the context of traditional self-regulation of interpersonal relationships because “formal law making and law-enforcing processes—whether legislative, bureaucratic, or judicial—function in large measure as consensus-building processes rather than avenues for command and coercion.” Therefore, so long as there is sufficient “adequacy of processes for creating consensus” in the legislative process, “social recognition that legal rules do reflect consensus[] gives them a special influence.” In short, laws can “serve[] as a means for legitimating norms[,] .... both shap[ing] and reflect[ing] consensus.”

With an adequate legislative process, a new law prohibiting racial discrimination could prove most effective not in direct enforcement, but rather by working to change the rules of giri in regards to interpersonal relations with foreigners. While such a law would not likely change hardened minds, it could nevertheless work to encourage
meaningful interaction between Japanese and foreigners. For example, if prohibition of racial discrimination were incorporated into the rules of giri, as encouraged by consensus-reflecting legislation, honor and self-regulation would require that nearly all exclusionary Japanese Only signs would be brought down voluntarily. By encouraging the Japanese not to build walls between themselves and foreigners, the resulting interactions will likely go a long way toward building a mutual understanding.

Conclusion

Most of Japan’s leadership recognizes that racial discrimination within its borders reflects poorly on the nation and would certainly like to see it stopped. So too would the many foreigners who experience discrimination at the hands of prejudicial private business owners. The question, then, is not whether anti-discrimination measures are necessary in Japan, but rather which measures would be both the most effective and the least disruptive to the traditional Japanese social order at the same time. Although many would argue that anti-discrimination legislation would be unacceptably damaging to preferred traditional dispute settlement methods and for Japanese society as a whole, analysis of the function and role of law in Japanese society suggests that such legislation might be most effective by subtly working to change traditional rules of conduct rather than by jarring traditional rules of conduct via direct enforcement.

At the same time, some effective and reliable means of combating blatant discrimination would surely be welcomed by discrimination victims who had been told again and again by society that it is best not to upset the delicate social balance by seeking justice against individuals unwilling to self-regulate their prejudicial behavior. Furthermore, it is important not to forget that such legislation could also greatly benefit Japan’s traditional minorities, such as the Ainu, Burakumin, and zainichi Koreans, for whom the approach of gradualism has not sufficiently alleviated the suffering they have experienced due to discrimination.

Ultimately, the most difficult challenge in drafting an effective anti-discrimination law would be doing so with a sufficiently adequate appearance of consensus-building in the legislation process. Realistically, such a challenge would likely result in a law more similar to the short-lived Tottori ordinance, creating modest human rights oversight rather than the sharp distinctions and heavy sanctions found in the anti-discrimination laws of most developed countries. Nevertheless, even a committee like the one in Tottori can have teeth, albeit somewhat dulled, with which to combat discrimination amongst private individuals when discriminating individuals are unwilling to recognize the evolved social consensus prohibiting discrimination that the
new law would help to build. Undoubtedly, discriminatory signs would gradually come down,\textsuperscript{547} discrimination victims could seek redress, and traditional social customs would continue to change. This would, at least, be a step in the right direction.
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See Diène, supra note 225, at ¶ 62; see also Miyai & Sakurai, supra note 232 (stating that although the National Police Agency has willingly released statistics and sensationalized comments regarding the increase of crime by foreigners, it has refused to comment on whether there is, in fact, a higher crime rate among Japanese or non-Japanese resulting in few reliable studies examining the relationship between immigrants and crime in Japan).

Arudou, supra note 230, at ¶ 13; Ryann Connell, Foreigners Slam “Racist” Poster in Nagano, MAINICHI SHIMBUN (Tokyo), Feb. 22, 2001, at ¶ 1 (discussing public outrage against the posters, which were described as “blatantly racist”).

Arudou, supra note 230, at ¶ 12; see also The Community, Shizuoka Prefectural Police’s Guidebook on “Characteristics of Crime by Foreigners Coming to Japan (Feb. 2000),” http://www.debito.org/TheCommunity/shizuokakeisatsuhandbook.html (last visited March 4, 2007) (depicting the cartoons included in the handbook). The National Police Agency was embarrassed in 1990 by a leaked internal report that characterized Pakistanis as having “a unique body odor, ... skin diseases[ and a prpocivitiy] to lie a lot.” Yates, supra note 162.

McNicol, supra note 75. The posters went on to add that “If a suspicious foreigner ... calls out to you, do not take your eyes or hands off your money or your bag.” Arudou, supra note 230.


See Arudou, supra note 230, at ¶ 3 (indicating the mass media’s selective reporting of statistics such as “foreigners are three times more likely than Japanese to commit crimes in groups” in order to arouse public support for the idea that rising crime is a foreigner problem). See generally Marc Lim, Comment, The First

241 Arudou, supra note 230, at ¶ 4; see also Miyai & Sakurai, supra note 232 (asserting that the Japanese media’s sensationalism creates a stereotype that foreigners are more likely than Japanese to commit crimes).

242 See, e.g., Burglaries Down, But Lock-Picking Cases Up 40%, DAILY YOMIURI (Tokyo), Sept. 22, 2006, at ¶ 3; Howard W. French, Disdainful of Foreigners, the Japanese Blame Them for Crime, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 30, 1999, at A17 (noting for example, that the Japanese media often blame Chinese residents for crimes before the facts are even known).

Yates, supra note 162.

244 Arudou, supra note 230, at ¶ 8; see also Howard W. French, Still Wary of Outsiders, Japan Expects Immigration Boom, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 14, 2000, § A, at 1 (noting that Japanese lock companies use advertisements that explicitly link crime to foreigners).


248 See Witter, supra note 172; see also Gumma Swimming Pool Bans Foreigners, MAINICHI SHIMBUN (Tokyo), Aug. 15, 1998, at 14 (indicating that the Gumma pool was closed entirely to foreigners because two local families complained that their children had been touched by foreigners).

249 See Moshavi, supra note 172 (suggesting that public officials cited concern for the safety of children as the sole basis for the pool closing); Witter, supra note 172 (indicating that the inappropriate touching was merely a case of mistaken identity); Gumma Swimming Pool Bans Foreigners, supra note 248 (noting that state officials steadfastly maintained that the act of closing the pool was not a racist reaction, but merely a response due to concern for the safety of children).

250 See Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and All Forms of Discrimination, supra note 6, at ¶ 11.

251 Court Orders Damages in Discrimination Case, JAPAN WEEKLY MONITOR, Oct. 18, 1999, at ¶ 10 (approximately 10,000 Brazilians live and work in Hamamatsu); see also Disappearing Dreams, supra note 247. See generally Keiko Yamanaka, New Immigration Policy and Unskilled Foreign Workers in Japan, 66 Pac. Aff. 72, 76, 78-79 (1993) (explaining that Japanese-Brazilians commonly worked as subcontractors and Hamamatsu is an area with a high concentration of manufacturing subcontractors).


253 See Yamanaka, supra note 252, at ¶¶ 16-17; see also Takeyuki Tsuda, Transnational Migration and the Nationalization of Ethnic Identity Among Japanese Brazilian Return Migrants, 27 ETHOS 145, 150-51 (1999) (highlighting the “cultural distinctiveness” that both Japanese and Japanese-Brazilians recognized between their two cultures).

254 See Yamanaka, supra note 252, at ¶¶ 19-24; Shin, supra note 139, at 350 n.160.

See Toshi Maeda, Hamamatsu Brazilian Files Suit, JAPAN TIMES, Sept. 3, 1998, ¶ 12; cf. Yamanaka, supra note 252, at ¶¶ 26-27 (arguing that, in reality, the volume of crimes committed in Hamamatsu by Brazilians roughly approximated their proportion of the Hamamatsu population).

See Disappearing Dreams, supra note 247, at 7. See generally Gregory Clark, Japan’s Particular Racism, JAPAN TIMES, Dec. 25, 1999, ¶ 7 (explaining that there does not seem to be a good reason for locals to want to exclude foreigners from their shops despite the Hamamatsu police’s concern with petty theft by Brazilians).


See Webster, supra note 132, at 450; see also French, supra note 141.

See Maeda, supra note 256, at ¶ 5; see also McNicol, supra note 75 (explaining that Bortz was initially approached in a friendly manner by the store owner and asked where she was from).

See Shin, supra note 139, at 361; Maeda, supra note 256, at ¶¶ 4-6.

See Shin, supra note 139, at 361 n.213; Webster, supra note 132, at 450.

See Webster, supra note 132, at 451 (explaining that after demanding apologies for three hours and threatening legal action, Bortz left without any further action by the police); see also Maeda, supra note 256, at ¶ 7 (reporting that the police left after determining that the incident was a “personal matter”).

See Bortz v. Suzuki, 1045 HANREI TAIMUZU 216 (Shizuoka D. Ct., Oct. 12, 1999); see also Hadfield, supra note 171 (remarking that the store’s video surveillance indicated that Bortz had not been acting suspiciously, contrary to the owner’s claim).


See Wu, supra note 96, at 483; Yamanaka, supra note 252, at ¶¶ 29-30.

See Webster, supra note 132, at 451; Yamanaka, supra note 252, at ¶¶ 29-30 (stating that Bortz’s claim demanded that Article 2(d) of CERD be applied to determine the illegality of the defendant’s behavior and that Article 6 of CERD be applied to give her a remedy for racial discrimination).


Convention, supra note 268, art. 6 (entered into force for Japan on Jan. 16, 1996).

MINPO, art. 90, reprinted in J.E. DE BECKER, ANNOTATED CIVIL CODE OF JAPAN I 88 (1979) (1909) (Article 90 states that “[a] juristic act whose object is a matter contrary to public order or good manners and customs is void.”); see MINPO, art. 709, reprinted in J.E. DE BECKER, ANNOTATED CIVIL CODE OF JAPAN II 273 (1979) (1909) (Article 709 states that “[a] person who has intentionally or negligently violated the right of another is bound to compensate any damages resulting in consequence”); MINPO, art. 719, reprinted in J.E. DE BECKER, ANNOTATED CIVIL CODE OF JAPAN II 281 (1979) (1909) (Article 719 states that “[w]hen damages have been caused to another person by an unlawful act committed in common by several persons, they are all jointly bound to make compensation therefore[,]” supporting the joining of the co-owners of the jewelry store in the same suit); see also Yamanaka, supra note 252, at ¶ 30 (remarking that the Japanese Civil Code supports “public order” and provides a remedy for victims of discrimination).
See Maeda, supra note 256, at ¶ 8; Shop Owner Told to Pay 1.5 Million Yen for Discrimination, DAILY YOMIURI (Tokyo), Oct. 13, 1999, ¶¶ 1, 4.

Yamanaka, supra note 252, at ¶ 31.

KENPO, art. 22.

See Yamanaka, supra note 252, at ¶ 31; Bortz v. Suzuki, 1045 HANREI TAIMUZU 216 (Shizuoka D. Ct., Oct. 12, 1999).

Yamanaka, supra note 252.


Discrimination Case Against Jewelry Store Owner Begins, JAPAN TIMES (Tokyo), Oct. 7, 1998; see also Shop Owner Told to Pay 1.5 Million Yen for Discrimination, supra note 271 (presenting the defendant’s claims that he committed the discriminatory act, but did so because he believed the plaintiff was acting suspicious).

See Court Orders Damages in Discrimination Case, supra note 251. See generally Hadfield, supra note 171 (describing the procedure of the Bortz case).

See French, supra note 141 (describing the decision of the judge on October 12, 1999, and positing that the case may one day be looked back on as the Japanese equivalent of Rosa Parks’s actions in Montgomery, Alabama); Yamanaka, supra note 252.

See French, supra note 141; cf. Webster, supra note 132, at 451 (describing Judge Soh’s opinion as far-reaching and explaining how Japanese courts can indirectly apply international law in the absence of Japanese law on point).

See Yamanaka, supra note 252; see also Robert Whytman, Japan Faces Its Racism, AUSTRALIAN, Nov. 19, 1999, World, at 9 (stating that this was the first time that a Japanese court applied the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, which Japan had ratified in 1995).

Yamanaka, supra note 252.

See Shin, supra note 139, at 361; Court Orders Damages in Discrimination Case, supra note 251.

See Eric Weiner, Racism in Japan, NAT. PUB. RADIO, Sept. 4, 2001 (providing the transcript of an interview in which Ana Bortz explains that she was merely window shopping in a jewelry store, not acting suspiciously). See generally Hadfield, supra note 171 (describing the facts of the case in the context of other cases of foreigners who face discrimination in Japan).

See Hadfield, supra note 171; see also French, supra note 141 (stating that the court cited Japan’s treaty obligations in determining the award of damages).

Cf. Brazilian Woman Sues Shop Owner over Discrimination, JAPAN ECON. NEWswire, Aug. 5, 1998 (describing the reaction of the defendant shop owner, who claimed that an apology was immediately written by his mother at the time of the incident).

Yamanaka, supra note 252 (stating that the defendant did not appeal, and describing the result of the case as a landmark victory, unique in Japan’s judicial history). But see French, supra note 141 (claiming that because the judgment was based on international law, it could not be appealed under Japanese law).

See Debito Arudou, Editorial, Twisted Legal Logic Deals Rights Blow to Foreigners, JAPAN TIMES (Tokyo), Feb. 7, 2006; see also Shop Must Pay Up for Turning Away Black Man, DAILY YOMIURI (Tokyo), Oct. 19, 2006, at 3.
See Debito Arudou, Get On Their Case, JAPAN TIMES (Tokyo), Nov. 30, 2004, available at http://search.japantimes.co.jp/cgi-bin/l20041130zg.html (describing how McGowan was so impressed by the shop the first time he went with his wife, he later invited his South African friend to visit the shop, leading to the incident that sparked the case); Shop Must Pay Up for Turning Away Black Man, supra note 288.


Arudou, supra note 289; see also Black American’s Lawsuit over Discrimination Nixed, DAILY YOMIURI (Tokyo), Jan. 31, 2006, at 2 (quoting the defendant who shouted “Get out ... don’t touch the Door!” at the plaintiff).


See Johnston, supra note 290.

Arudou, supra note 288; see also Eric Johnston, On the Road to Apartheid? Japan and the Steve McGowan Case, ZNET, Feb. 6, 2006, http://www.zmag.org/content/showarticle.cfm?ItemID=9677 (explaining how the Court held McGowan’s wife’s use of the term “gaikokujin,” which means “foreigner,” instead of the term “kokujin,” which means “black person,” against McGowan during trial, because it was unclear that the defendant’s actions were the result of a racist motivation).

McGowan, who claimed that during this encounter, Narita repeated that he did not like black people and that McGowan was “making [his] floor filthy.” Johnson, supra note 290. Narita denied such a statement. Id.

See Arudou, supra note 288; see also Shia Levitt, Complaints of Discrimination in Japan, MARKETPLACE, Aug. 4, 2005 (providing the transcript of an interview with McGowan, in which he explains the defendant’s actions and that he decided to sue based on the racist comments).

See Arudou, supra note 288; Johnston, supra note 296.

See Arudou, supra note 288; Black American’s Lawsuit over Discrimination Nixed, supra note 291, at 2.

See generally ARUDOU, supra note 292 (citing excerpts of McGowan v. Narita [Osaka D. Ct., Jan. 30, 2006], where the District Court considered McGowan’s previous visits to the store, his wife’s follow-up visit, and a minor difference in terminology to determine that McGowan misunderstood Narita’s actions as discriminatory); Arudou, supra note 288 (criticizing the district court for its focus on semantics in deciding the outcome of the case).


See Johnston, supra note 293.

See ARUDOU, supra note 292; Johnston, supra note 296.

ARUDOU, supra note 292; Japan: Racial Discrimination Lawsuit Fails, supra note 302, at 6.

See Johnson, supra note 293.

See ARUDOU, supra note 292; Arudou, supra note 289.

See ARUDOU, supra note 292; Johnston, supra note 293.

See Johnston, supra note 304.

See Johnson, supra note 293.

See Shop Must Pay Up for Turning Away Black Man, supra note 288.

See Johnston, supra note 290 (noting that although McGowan recovered damages, the award was small compared with amounts that have been awarded in other discrimination suits, which in turn reflects the court’s hesitation to rule that the treatment constituted racial discrimination); Shop Must Pay Up for Turning Away Black Man, supra note 288 (remarking that McGowan’s judgment award of ¥350,000 was significantly less than the ¥5.5 million requested).


See Shop Must Pay Up for Turning Away Black Man, supra note 288.

See African-American Wins ¥350,000 in Damages for Being Denied Entry into Osaka Shop, supra note 314; Johnston, supra note 290.

African-American Wins ¥350,000 in Damages for Being Denied Entry into Osaka Shop, supra note 314; Court Admits Emotional Pain, Not Discrimination, in Shop Entry Case, supra note 314.

Johnston, supra note 290.


Johnston, supra note 319 (explaining that there is a dual meaning attributed to “fuhou koui” [social norms] that the court has wide latitude to interpret).

See ARUDOU, supra note 1, at 102-3; Ginny Parker, Japan’s “Russian Invasion” Good Deal for Both, FORT WORTH STAR—TELEGRAM, July 4, 1999 at 24, available at 1999 WLNR 1412916 (acknowledging that reformation of the Soviet Union created new avenues for trade between Russia and Japan).

ARUDOU, supra note 1, at 102-3; Yutaka Okuyama, The Dispute Over the Kurile Islands Between Russia and Japan in the 1990s, 76 Pac. Aff. 37, 45-46 (2003) (analyzing the improvement in trade between Russia and Hokkaido throughout the 1990s). See generally Parker, supra note 321 (acknowledging that reformation of the Soviet Union created new avenues for trade between Russia and Japan).


Magnier, supra note 323, at A2; see also Parker, supra note 321, at 10 (recognizing that Russian sailors converge on Otaru each year in search of economic opportunities); Robert Whymant, Japanese Bath Ban on
Foreigners, TIMES (London), Feb. 2, 2000 (noting that the 30,000 Russian sailors that invade Otaru every year are primary targets for the ban on foreigners at Otaru’s hot springs).

See ARUDOU, supra note 1, at 1-7 (describing the Japanese bathing culture and the differences between sento and onsen); see also Taupo Hot Springs Spa, Japanese Hot Springs, http://www.taupohotsprings.com/?PK_PAGE_ID=113 (last visited Feb. 25, 2007) (describing the essential difference between the Japanese public bath onsen and sento, in which an onsen uses volcanic spring water while a sento uses ordinary heated water).

See ARUDOU, supra note 1, at 1-7; see also BOYE LAFAYETTE DE MENTE, ETIQUETTE GUIDE TO JAPAN: KNOW THE RULES THAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE 66-67 (10th ed. 2003) (discussing the etiquette of bathing in a sento).


See ARUDOU, supra note 1, at 1-7 (quoting one Otaru resident for saying that “[Public] bathing is one of the most important things in life”); Magnier, supra note 323, at A2.

See Magnier, supra note 2, at 3. “Life is terrible for Russian sailors[, c]ooped up on rusting hulks for weeks without basic amenities […]” ARUDOU, supra note 1, at 102.

See Whymant, supra note 324; see also Magnier, supra note 323, at A2 (describing the locals’ sentiment that the Russian sailors disregard local bathing etiquettes by using soaps in the communal bath, getting drunk and swimming instead of soaking in the water).

Magnier, supra note 2, at 3 (describing the various local claims that drunken Russian sailors violated the etiquettes of the bathhouse by bringing in prohibited vodka, making loud noises, wearing shoes indoors and entering the water without first washing); see also Good Neighbors to Diversity, JAPAN TIMES (Tokyo), Nov. 18, 2002 (reporting on the complaints of the local Otaru bathhouse that Russian sailors displayed extremely bad manners by drinking alcohol and acting boisterous).

Magnier, supra note 2, at 3.

Jonathan Watts, Japanese-Only Public Baths to Pay Damages, GUARDIAN (London), Nov. 12, 2002, at 18 (reporting on the justification of the bathhouse to exclude foreigners for their drunkenness, rowdiness and various violations of bathing etiquettes).

Takuya Asakura, Otaru Racism Controversy Lingers On, JAPAN TIMES (Tokyo), Feb. 21, 2001; see also Stephen Lunn, Great Unwashed Face a Whiff of Bias, AUSTRALIAN, Feb. 12, 2001, at 9 (referring to the sentiment of regular Japanese customers regarding the strong smell of Russian sailors as a factor to keep them from returning).

Asakura, supra note 335; see also Michael Hoffman, Quiet After Otaru Onsen Storm, JAPAN TIMES (Tokyo), Apr. 22, 2002.

See Magnier, supra note 323, at A2; see also Watts, supra note 334 (reporting that Yunohana Osen first erected its sign prohibiting foreigners in 1994 for fear of losing loyal Japanese customers).

See ARUDOU, supra note 1, at 33; see also Magnier, supra note 323, at A2 (reporting that the sign for “Japanese Only” was not intended to be discriminatory, but rather implemented because foreigners, Russians did not follow the rules).

See generally ARUDOU, supra note 1, at 14-27.

340 See id. at 30-43.

341 Asakura, supra note 335; cf. Magnier, supra note 323, at A2 (commenting on the Hokkaido city officials’ preference that Tokyo bureaucrats, national and foreign news groups, and foreign diplomats not get involved so that the local officials could reach a solution in a less publicized manner).

342 See Jeff Kingston, Bathhouse Pushes a Foreigner into the Doghouse, JAPAN TIMES, Jan. 30, 2005 (describing Arudou’s efforts to stir national and international interest in his discrimination case).

343 See Whymant, supra note 324. See generally Watts, supra note 334 (describing the protest from the German Embassy as well as the local government and Russian embassy).


345 Asakura, supra note 335; Keiko Watanabe, Otaru Still in Hot Water over Discrimination, DAILY YOMIURI (Tokyo), May 5, 2001, at 7.


347 ARUDOU, supra note 1, at 271-76; Bathhouse Loses Racism Lawsuit: Men Barred at Otaru Bath Awarded 3 Million Yen in Damages, supra note 346.

348 See ARUDOU, supra note 1, at 272; see also Charles Scanlon, Bath House in Hot Water, BBC NEWS (Feb. 1, 2001), http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/low/asia-pacific/1147784.stm (describing the exclusion from the bathhouse of an American-born professor who had adopted Japanese nationality).


350 Michel A. Lev, Crusader-Citizen Takes on Japan: American-Born Activist Seeks Some Semblance of Equality for Non-Natives in a Tradition-Bound Society, CHI. TRIB., May 8, 2003, at 6, available at 2003 WLNR 1538379; Bathhouse Loses Racism Lawsuit: Men Barred at Otaru Bath Awarded 3 Million Yen in Damages, supra note 346 (reporting that on February 1, 2001 Debito Arudou, Olaf Karthuas of Germany, and Ken Sutherland of the U.S. filed a lawsuit against the bathhouse and the municipality seeking 6 million yen in damages). As a result of this and other activities, Arudou received many harassing calls and even a letter which threatened “We will kill your kids.” Asakura, supra note 335.


352 See id. at 407.

353 See Bathhouse Loses Racism Lawsuit: Men Barred at Otaru Bath Awarded 3 Million Yen in Damages, supra note 346.


355 See KENPO, art. 14, para. 1; see also HIROYUKI HATA & GO NAKAGAWA, CONSTITUTIONAL LAW OF JAPAN 111-13 (1997) (discussing the scope of the protections afforded by Article 14 of Japan’s Constitution).

See Arudou v. Yunohana (Sapporo Dist. Ct., Nov. 11, 2002), reprinted in ARUDOU, supra note 1, at 408. See generally SHINICHI FUJII, THE ESSENTIALS OF JAPANESE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 355 (1979) (explaining that a treaty does not become an effective domestic law in Japan until the Japanese legislature, the Gikai, enacts a separate domestic enabling law).


See id. at 410; see also MERYLL DEAN, JAPANESE LEGAL SYSTEM 4-5 (2d ed. 2002) (discussing Japanese law’s recognition of concerns over “honour” and “loss of face”).

See MINPO, art. 710, reprinted in ANNOTATED CIVIL CODE OF JAPAN II 274 (J.E. de Becker, trans. 1979) (1909) (stating that compensation must be paid for damage to intangibles such as a person’s liberty or reputation); see J.E. DE BECKER, THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF THE CIVIL CODE OF JAPAN I 433 (1979) (1921) (discussing that under Art. 710, pecuniary damages must be paid for any material or immaterial loss suffered whether the loss is to property or not).


See Arudou v. Yunohana (Sapporo Dist. Ct., Nov. 11, 2002), reprinted in ARUDOU, supra note 1, at 410; see also MINPO, art. 710, reprinted in ANNOTATED CIVIL CODE OF JAPAN II 274 (J.E. de Becker, trans., 1979) (1909) (explaining the detail regarding the differences between honor and non-property-related tort damages).


Id. at 409; cf. Convention, supra note 268, art. 6 (obligating signatories to assure that everyone within their jurisdiction has adequate remedies through national tribunals against racial discrimination).

Arudou v. Yunohana (Sapporo Dist. Ct., Nov. 11, 2002), reprinted in ARUDOU, supra note 1, at 409. But see NATAN LERNER, THE U.N. CONVENTION ON THE ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION: A COMMENTARY 72-73 (1970) (indicating that one of the intentions of the CERD was to provide an effective remedy to victims of racial discrimination).

Arudou v. Yunohana (Sapporo Dist. Ct., Nov. 11, 2002), reprinted in ARUDOU, supra note 1, at 409; Bathhouse Loses Racism Lawsuit: Men Barred at Otaru Bath Awarded 3 Million Yen in Damages, supra note 346 (reporting that the judge said that the city had no obligation under the treaty to “stamp out” racial discrimination).

Arudou v. Yunohana (Sapporo Dist. Ct., Nov. 11, 2002), reprinted in ARUDOU, supra note 1, at 409; Bathhouse Loses Racism Lawsuit: Men Barred at Otaru Bath Awarded 3 Million Yen in Damages, supra note 346.

Arudou v. Yunohana (Sapporo Dist. Ct., Nov. 11, 2002), reprinted in ARUDOU, supra note 1, at 409.


See Arudou v. Yunohana (Sapporo Dist. Ct., Nov. 11, 2002), reprinted in ARUDOU, supra note 1, at 411; High Court Rejects Compensation Claim over Racial Discrimination at Bathhouse, supra note 362.

See High Court Rejects Compensation Claim over Racial Discrimination at Bathhouse, supra note 362.

See Arudou v. Yunohana (Sapporo High Ct., Sept. 16, 2004), reprinted in ARUDOU, supra note 1, at 412.

Convention, supra note 268, art. 2(1)(d); see also Ryan F. Haigh, Note, South Africa’s Criminalization of “Hurtful” Comments: When the Protection of Human Dignity and Equality Transforms into the Destruction of Freedom of Expression, 5 WASH. U. GLOBAL STUD. L. REV. 187, 199, n.80 (2006) (stating that although the CERD Treaty sets boundaries by which states might fight racial discrimination, the agreement leaves the details of the implementation to states’ discretions).

Arudou v. Yunohana (Sapporo High Ct., Sept. 16, 2004), reprinted in ARUDOU, supra note 1, at 412-13. But see Convention, supra note 268, art. 5(f) (providing a list of specific rights that all signatories must ensure pursuant to Article 2 of the CERD, including everyone’s entitlement to access any place or service that is intended for use by the general public without discrimination).


Article 2 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights also, somewhat indirectly, requires government action in this regard—all signatories “undertake to guarantee that the rights enunciated in the present Covenant will be exercised without discrimination of any kind as to race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth[,] or other status.” See International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, art. 2, opened for signature Dec. 19, 1966, 6 I.L.M. 360, 361 (ratified by Japan June 21, 1978).

See Convention, supra note 268.

Id., art. 2(1)(d).

ICCPR, supra note 58, art. 26

See COMMENTS OF THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT ON THE CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS ADOPTED BY THE COMMITTEE ON THE ELIMINATION OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION ON MARCH 20, 2000, REGARDING INITIAL AND SECOND PERIODIC REPORT OF THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT, supra note 64, at ¶ 4(2) (concluding that Japan has been honoring its duty to eliminate racial discrimination as imposed by Article 2 of CERD); see also MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF JAPAN, INT’L CONVENTION ON THE ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF RACIAL DISCRIM. (FIRST AND SECOND REPORT) art. 2, ¶¶ 40–42 (1999), available at http://mofa.go.jp/policy/human/race_rep1/index.html (reporting that, for example, Japanese ministries have conducted educational seminars and research to further their anti-discriminatory stance pursuant to the Japanese Constitution and CERD, and that the Investigation and Treatment Regulations of Human Rights Infringement Incidents and the Civil Liberties Commissioners Law provide redress for racial discrimination).
KENPO, art. 14, ¶ 1.

See Hamano, supra note 9, at 426-27, 433-38; see also Amy Gurowitz, Mobilizing International Norms: Domestic Actors, Immigrants, and the Japanese State, 51 World Pol. 413, 425 (1999) (stating that protections for foreigners were effectively removed with the exclusion of the alien provision).

See Kenpô, art. 14, ¶ 1 (providing that “all of the people” are equal before the law); see Hamano, supra note 9, at 426-27 (recognizing that major provisions of the SCAP Draft were diluted or excluded from the final postwar Constitution after a series of negotiations between the Japanese government and the SCAP).


Id.

See id. (pointing to a later Japanese version that replaced “national origin” with “family” origin). See generally Tadashi Aruga, The Declaration of Independence in Japan: Translation and Transplantation, 1854-1997, 85 J. Am. Hist. 1409, 1424 (noting that the Japanese government tried to preserve the original language of the SCAP draft as much as possible in the official English version of the Japanese Constitution).

See SHOICHI, supra note 389, at 114-15; see also Aruga, supra note 391 (defining kokumin as “national people”).

See SHOICHI, supra note 389, at 119-20; Hamano, supra note 9, at 436-37; see also Gurowitz, supra note 386, at 425 (stating that protections for foreigners were effectively removed with the exclusion of the alien provision).

See SHOICHI, supra note 389, at 179-80; see also Hamano, supra note 9, at 437.

See SHOICHI, supra note 389, at 179-80; see also Hamano, supra note 9, at 439-42 (noting that the Constitution of Japan was denied popular referendum when it came into effect in 1947 and it has so remained to this day).

E.g., Judgment Nov. 18, 1964, 18 KEISHU 579, 582 (Sup. Ct., Nov. 18, 1964) excerpt reprinted in IWASAWA, supra note 100, at 85 (ruling that despite Article 14’s intended application to only Japanese nationals, it must be construed to include aliens as well in light of Article 7 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which provides that “all ... are entitled without any discrimination to the equal protection of the law”); see also Yuji Iwasawa, Legal Treatment of Koreans in Japan: The Impact of International Human Rights Law on Japanese Law, 8 HUM. RTS. Q. 131, 137 (1986) (stating that the Japanese courts appear to acknowledge protections for aliens).


McLean v. Justice Minister, 32 MINSHU 7 (Sup. Ct., Oct. 4, 1978), reprinted in BEER & ITOH, supra note 397, at 471, 477 (stating that fundamental rights apply to aliens); see also Hur, supra note 12, at 672-73 (stating that in light of international law, Japan interprets its own constitution as applying to aliens as well as nationals).

McLean v. Justice Minister, 32 MINSHU 7 (Sup. Ct., Oct. 4, 1978), reprinted in BEER & ITOH, supra note 397, at 471, 477; see also Hamano, supra note 9, at 464-65.

Hamano, supra note 9, at 465; see also Hur, supra note 12, at 672-73 (discussing the role of the Minister of Justice in determining an alien's rights).


Id.
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See MINPO, art. 90, reprinted in DE BECKER, supra note 408, at 89; see also Hiroko Hayashi, Sexual Harassment in the Workplace and Equal Employment Legislation, 69 ST. JOHN’S L. REV. 37, 56-57 (1995) (positing that because the language of Article 90 is vague the courts must use discretion in deciding when there has been a violation of public good).
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